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Foreword
On 1st March 2014, two police officers attended a report of domestic violence in the city of
Plymouth. The call was unremarkable, like thousands of similar incidents attended every day
by police officers throughout the United Kingdom.
As the officers alighted their patrol vehicle, the male offender emerged from the address,
bare chested and brandishing two knives, one in each hand, threatening the officers. As the
officer’s radio call for urgent assistance resounded across the city, fear evident in her voice, the
police station emptied and officers raced to the scene using blue lights.
Within 30 seconds, the threatened officers gave an update on the radio: “We’ve got him
cuffed, stand down all units, just need a van.”
At the time of that transmission I was a Chief Inspector in one of the cars racing to the scene.
But what had happened to resolve such a dangerous incident so quickly? I headed to the
scene to find out. Back when I was a frontline officer this incident might have ended in two
ways: either the officers would have had a dangerous fight with the offender, officers using
police batons or irritant spray, with the real risk of officers being injured and a high probability
the offender would be hurt, or he might have retreated into the house followed by a long
siege by armed officers, potentially leading to a police shooting.
What had changed in the ten years since I was a patrol officer? The answer was TASER®1.
Until this point, I had paid limited attention to the development of TASER® in UK policing,
which has been in use in the UK since 2003. However, in the course of this incident the acute
realisation struck me - TASER® can save lives of the public, officers and suspects as a less lethal
weapon.
Nevertheless, it was lucky the attending officers had a TASER®, as only 40-50% of patrol
officers were trained in the device. I was left concerned about what might have occurred, if
the officers had not had a TASER®.
Consequently, over the following three years I gathered evidence, identified a myriad of similar
incidents and built recommendations culminating in Devon & Cornwall Police approving the
offer of TASER® training to all suitable2 frontline officers in the force by 2020. Together with
renewing all our existing TASER® devices for the new TASER® X2™ device, this is a £1.4M
project.
This decision attracted national attention and I was asked to repeat the evidential study across
the country, leading to this report. I have followed the evidence provided by forces and to
produce a balanced paper, included both positive and negative information about the device.
The data is being shared with various academics and will, it is hoped, lead to at least three
independent academic papers. Meanwhile, I hope this report will assist the reader to renew
their own conclusions in relation to TASER®.
Superintendent Ian Drummond-Smith MSc
LPA Commander; Specialist Tactical Firearms Commander; Force TASER® Lead
Devon & Cornwall Police

1

Although TASER® is a brand name, it is only this brand of conducted energy device that has,
to date, been authorised for use in the UK.

2

Completed their two-year probation, volunteers to carry TASER®, approved to carry by their
Superintendent.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
• This paper provides an evidence base for forces considering an uplift in TASER® capability and
will contextualise how the British police use the device.
• TASER® devices remain controversial and often feature in headlines. As one might expect,
there have been mixed messages in the media, with calls for all officers to carry TASER® on
the one hand and sensational and negative reporting about the device on the other.
• It was found that police incidents where a knife is reported are increasing, with 106,000
reported by 22 participating forces in 2016, up 19,000 on 2012. Assaults on the police
workforce were also explored: ten forces reported losing 27,000 working days specifically
due to assaults on staff over three years. This cost an estimated £6.6m in salary alone.

The context of TASER®
• It was found TASER® was deployed differently across the country (but always in accordance
with national guidance): six forces essentially offer training to all suitable frontline officers,
most forces train a finite number and four forces train only armed officers.
• The context of TASER® use was explored: 27 forces reported that they drew TASER® from the
holster at just 0.06% of the 35 million incidents they attended 2014-2016. It was fired at
only 0.01% of incidents.
• An analysis of 38,000 uses of force found TASER® associated with fewer injuries to both
officers and subjects than police dogs, baton, irritant spray or physical confrontation.
• Forces supplied examples of incidents requiring a TASER® but where no trained officers were
available; in these cases, either the police response was delayed or non-TASER® officers were
despatched, potentially placing the public, officers and subjects at greater risk.
• Three questionnaires responded to by 9,000 members of the public revealed broad support
(79%) for more officers carrying TASER®. Three internal surveys received responses from
8,000 officers, and in excess of 90% felt more officers should be equipped with TASER®.

Next steps
• The fundamental argument of this paper is that when the public call 999 because a violent
incident is taking place in their community, they expect a swift police response with the
correct equipment. If TASER® is required but trained officers are unavailable, as appears
frequently the case from case studies provided, forces may either delay attendance by
waiting for a TASER® officer to become available or despatch non-TASER® officers, potentially
placing the public, officers and the subjects at risk.
• In considering their annual Strategic Threat and Risk Assessment, forces are encouraged to
fully explore data concerning assaults on their workforce, including time away from frontline
duties as a result, together with how their protective equipment is currently used, including
its effectiveness and injury levels to both officers and subjects.
• In making this assessment, forces are encouraged to ensure their TASER® arrangements
provide the best possible public and officer safety.
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1. Introduction
1.1 The purpose of this report is to examine how the UK police have used TASER® and to
provide useful information for both the public and police, especially those forces that
may be considering a TASER® uplift. The report is written by a serving officer, however
peer reviewed academic papers using this data will follow in the coming years.
1.2 This report will use the neutral phrase ‘subject’, when referring to people who have
had TASER® either pointed or discharged at them.
1.3 TASER® is the brand name for a type of conducted energy device that was first
introduced into policing in England and Wales in 20033. Initially confined to use by
authorised firearms officers (AFOs) in authorised firearms operations, in 2007 use was
extended to AFOs in non-firearms operations and to ‘Specially Trained Officers’ (STOs).
Fifteen years on, this paper examines how the British Police have used TASER® and
compares it to other uses of force. The result is to provide an evidence base for forces
considering an uplift in their TASER® capability. The study might also prove useful to
other parties interested in TASER® use in the UK.
1.4 Fifty UK forces were asked to contribute to this study, including the nearby British
islands. Due to their unique operating model, with all officers being armed, PSNI was
not studied as part of this paper. A total of 42 forces contributed to this study (forces
participation is summarised in appendix C). Not every participating force could answer
each question, consequently some sections benefit from broader data than others.
Data was drawn up to December 2017 and as such, this paper deals with the X26
model of TASER®.
1.5 This paper first sets out the challenges facing the police, exploring topics such as knife
crime and assaults on police. The paper will then analyse injuries to both officers
and subjects, comparing the use of TASER® to other uses of force. Next, complaints
relating to TASER® will be considered. Finally, the results of existing public and officer
consultation will be explored before proposing a number of recommendations.
1.6 The number of officers to train is a matter for individual Chief Constables, based on
their Strategic Threat and Risk Assessment (STRA).
1.7 All overtly armed officers carry TASER®. Some forces only operate TASER® as part of
their armed policing, such as Isle of Man, Jersey and Guernsey.
1.8 This study identified that six forces have essentially committed to offer TASER® training
to all suitable frontline officers; at the time of writing their uplift programmes are
ongoing.
1.9 Across the 34 forces who shared training data, on average 14% of officers are trained
to carry and use TASER®. This is shown in Figure 1 (over page) and the full data tables
may be found in Appendix D.
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TASER® was introduced into Scotland in 2005 and into Northern Ireland in 2008.
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Figure 1: Number of officers trained to carry TASER® as % of overall police
Figure 1: Number
of officers
trained
to carry TASER® as % of overall police officer strength, 2017
officer
strength,
2017

2. Incidents
Involving
2. INCIDENTS
INVOLVING
KNIVES

Knives

2.1

In an attempt to better understand the changing demand on the police service,
data was drawn from twenty two forces concerning incidents involving knives from
2.1 In an attempt to better understand the changing demand on the police service, data was drawn
2012-2016. This excludes other weapons such as axes, swords or baseball bats but
from twenty two forces concerning incidents involving knives from 2012-2016. This excludes
provides a useful proxy to consider the changing pressures the police are facing in
other weapons such as axes, swords or baseball bats but provides a useful proxy to consider the
relation to violence and weapons.
changing pressures the police are facing in relation to violence and weapons.

2.2

Some knife incidents may be suitable for the deployment of TASER®, whilst others

2.2 Some knife incidents may be suitable for the deployment of TASER®, whilst others will require a
will require a firearms response, depending on the circumstances, threat and risk
firearms response, depending on the circumstances, threat and risk presented in each case.

presented in each case.

2.3 Figure 2 shows the number of incidents reported each year in 22 forces, revealing a 22% rise from
2.3 Figure 2 shows the number of incidents reported each year in 22 forces, revealing a
2012 to 2016. The data table concerning knife incidents is found at Appendix G.

22% rise from 2012 to 2016. The data table concerning knife incidents is found at
Appendix G.

Figure 2: Knife incidents
Figure 2: Knife incidents
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2.4

Further, Office of National Statistics (ONS) data on Crime in England and Wales4
showed recorded knife crime increased by 22% in the year ending December 2017
compared with the previous year - from 32,468 offences to 39,598 offences;
and recorded crimes relating to possession of knives has increased by 33% from
December 2016 to December 2017, to 17,437 offences. The rise has continued,
with the latest ONS data5 showing in the year ending September 2018 a continued
encountering more dangerous weapons on the streets of Britain. Arguably, they need to be better
rise in offences involving a knife or sharp instrument, as shown in figure 3. It is
equipped to face this growing threat.
clear that officers are encountering more dangerous weapons on the streets of
Britain. Arguably, they need to be better equipped to face this growing threat.
Figure 3: ONS data concerning offences involving a knife or sharp instrument

Figure 3: ONS data concerning offences involving a knife or sharp
instrument

4

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/bulletins/
crimeinenglandandwales/yearendingdecember2017

5

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/bulletins/
crimeinenglandandwales/yearendingseptember2018
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3. Assaults on Police Workforce
3.1

Understanding of this issue varied greatly between forces. Forces who could only
report common assault offences are excluded from this section. Ten forces6 shared
accurate data concerning assaults on police officers or staff. The ten forces reported
a total of 9,063 assaults against their staff during 2016, which is broken down by
offence type in Table 1.
Table 1: Assaults on police workforce in ten participating forces, 2016

6

7

8

Murder

A/
Murder

S.18
GBH

S.20
GBH

S.47
ABH

Common
Assault

Total

Officers

1

4

154

741

2,457

5,240

8,597

PCSOs

0

0

1

2

27

139

169

Detention
Officers

0

0

0

1

40

111

152

Other / Police
Staff

0

0

2

17

48

78

145

Total

1

4

157

761

2,572

5,568

9,063

3.2

Ten forces shared data relating to the number of working days lost due to sickness,
specifically as a result of assault. In total, in the three years 2014-2016, these ten
forces reported a loss of 27,072 working days as a result of sickness specifically
because of assault.

3.3

Using the daily employable cost for a mid-service PC outside of London (£243.78),
it is possible to approximate the cost of these abstractions. The approximate
salary cost to the ten forces of 27,072 working days lost over a three year period is
therefore £6,599,612.

3.4

Two forces were able to report days lost to limited duties as a result of assault.
These forces reported losing 11,198 duty days to limited duties as a result of
assault in the past three years. The approximate salary cost to these two forces is
an additional £2,729,848. In total, the cost to these two forces of sickness and
limited duties in the three years 2014-2016 was approximately £5.2M, 0.21% of
their budget. Other costs, such as medical treatment, the provision of reasonable
adjustments or backfill overtime remain speculative.

3.5

In England & Wales alone, 21,365 police officers have been cut from the service in
recent years due to budget cuts7, leading NPCC, Police & Crime Commissioners and
senior police officers to call for additional resources. It does appear that reducing
the number of assaults on our workforce has the potential to significantly increase
officer availability.

Although Jersey and Guernsey also shared assault data, the law regarding assault is different in
the Channel Islands (there is no offence of ABH). Therefore, to ensure a consistent comparison,
data from these forces is excluded from this section.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/726401/hosb1118-police-workforce.pdf

3.6

In this context, it is easy to argue for investment in officer safety. This is not to say
that TASER® can eliminate assaults on officers; some of the officers assaulted above
would have been carrying TASER®. However, injury data presented later in this
paper leads us to argue that TASER® can reduce the number of officers assaulted or
injured.

3.7

All data tables for workforce assaults may be found in Appendix H.

4. The Context of Taser use in the UK as a proportion of police demand
4.1

TASER® use is published annually by the Home Office8. The term ‘use’ includes
actions where electrical discharge is not applied to a subject. These non-discharge
uses comprise drawing the TASER® from its holster, aiming it and turning on the
red laser dot or the warning arc. Uses also include occasions where the electrical
discharge is applied to the person; these comprise firing of the tethered probes,
drive-stun or angled drive-stun (see glossary for full definitions).

4.2

A total of 27 forces shared incident data with this study, allowing a comparison
of this data with TASER® use reported annually by the Home Office. Table 2
shows that these police forces dealt with about 35 million incidents in 2014-2016,
during which TASER® was used a total of 22,637 times, representing 0.06% of all
incidents. TASER® was fired on 4,051 occasions, or 0.01% of all incidents. The
relative use appears low even in forces that have relatively large numbers of STOs.
For example, although Devon & Cornwall Police has trained approximately 50% of
patrol officers in TASER® for the past decade, their six year figures show TASER® was
used at 0.1% and fired at 0.02% of all incidents.
Table 2: TASER® use in 27 participating forces 2014-2016, as a proportion of
all police incidents
TASER®
use: Non
Discharge

TASER®
Use:
Discharge

Total
TASER®
use*

Demand:
Total
Incidents
dealt with

All TASER®
use as % of
demand

TASER®
Discharge
as % of
demand

2014

936

1,398

7,334

11,942,776

0.06%

0.01%

2015

6,107

1,306

7,416

11,455,944

0.06%

0.01%

2016

6,537

1,347

7,887

11,593,035

0.07%

0.01%

Total

18,580

4,051

22,637

34,991,755

0.06%

0.01%

* Includes ‘not stated’9

8

This is published annually, the latest data is found here https://www.gov.uk/government/
collections/use-of-taser-statistics

9

This refers to a small number of instances of TASER® use, reported by the Home Office, where
the type of usage could not be identified.
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a use of force. For the purposes of this study, all uses of force have been presented,
as simply drawing an item of equipment, such as aiming a firearm, AEP or TASER®,
could prevent an escalation of the incident. This data excludes authorised firearms
incidents where no police weapons were drawn.

5.4

10

Use of force data collected since April 2017 was shared by twenty police forces. A
total of 59,401 uses of force were analysed (see Table 3). Full data tables may be
found at Appendix I. The data includes use of the ‘Attenuating Energy Projectile’
(AEP) system, which is a less-lethal impact round system carried by all Armed
Response Vehicles.

12
12

Table 3: Type of force used in 20 participating forces, 2017
Type of force
(includes drawing / aiming equipment

Number

Physical confrontation

37,608

TASER®

12,646

Irritant Spray

3,606

Firearms

2,727

Baton

2,164

Police Dog

563

AEP

67

Total

59,401

5.5

Table 3 shows that of the 20 forces who responded, ‘physical confrontation’10 was
the tactic used most often by officers (63% of all tactics). TASER® was the second
most prevalent tactic, a total of 21% of all use of force.

5.6

Whilst it is expected that almost every encounter will start with negotiation, there
is no expectation that officers will escalate through a range of tactics, as each
situation is different and calls for a bespoke response. Officers are trained to use
the National Decision Making Model (NDM) to select the most appropriate tactics
based upon proportionately and necessity, to counter the threat and risk presented
in each case. A copy of the NDM may be found in the glossary.

Which tactics are effective?
5.7

10

When completing the national use of force report, officers are asked if the chosen
tactic was ‘effective’. The definition of ‘effective’ in this context is whether the
technique achieved its tactical aim - or were further tactics necessary to achieve this
outcome? For example, if irritant spray was used but had no effect and the subject
continued to behave violently, meaning other tactics were necessary such as TASER®,
the tactic would be considered ineffective on that occasion. Whether the tactic was
effective or not is based on the individual officers’ interpretation when completing
their use of force reports and as such the assessment of effectiveness is inherently
subjective.

This includes ‘unarmed skills’ and ‘ground restraint’ tactics.
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Table 4: Effectiveness of each tactic, 20 participating forces, 2017
Type of force (includes drawing /
aiming equipment)

Effective

Ineffective

% Effective

2,634

93

97

472

91

84

31,406

6,202

84

67

20

77

TASER®

8,639

4,007

68

Baton

1,453

711

67

Irritant Spray

1,963

1,643

54

Total

46,634

12,767

79

Firearms
Police Dog
Physical confrontation
AEP

5.8

Table 4 presents data provided by twenty forces concerning 59,401 separate uses
of force. The effectiveness of each tactic is shown, with firearms being the most
effective at 97% and irritant spray the least effective at 54%.

5.9

Clearly, only a small number of officers are issued with firearms, AEP or police dogs.
Excluding firearms, the most effective tactic recorded was a physical confrontation
with the subject, at 84% successful. However, TASER® is reported as being more
effective than either baton (by only 1%) or irritant spray.

5.10 The data table concerning the effectiveness of different tactics may be found at
Appendix I.

Officer injuries associated with use of force
5.11 When completing the national use of force report, officers are asked if they were
injured during the encounter. This broad question covers all injuries, from a
superficial wound to a serious injury. The data does not specify when during the
encounter the officer was injured, it may have been before, during or after the
use of force. Finally, it is sometimes necessary to use more than one tactic during
an encounter, in these cases each individual tactic is included in the data. Table 5
presents 38,355 separate uses of force, drawn from 20 police forces, and indicates
the number of officers reporting injuries. (This data is drawn from different police
forces than the effectiveness data above).

12

Table 5: Injury to officers associated with different tactics, 2017. 20
participating forces.
Type of force (includes drawing /
aiming equipment)

Uses of force

Officer
injured

% Injured

Irritant Spray

2,465

403

16

Baton

1,274

135

11

Physical confrontation

27,077

2,761

10

374

19

5

TASER®

5,619

225

4

Firearms

1,470

7

0.5

AEP

76

0

0

Total

38,355

3,550

Police Dog

5.12 Table 5 shows that the tactics associated with the greatest proportion of injuries
to officers was irritant spray (16%), while the tactics with the lowest were firearms
(0.5%) and AEP (nil). Firearms potentially provide the greatest stand-off distance
and firearms operations are typically well resourced. Of note, fewer officer injuries
were associated with TASER® use (4%) compared with use of irritant spray, baton,
physical confrontation or police dog. It must be acknowledged that it is not
known when the injury occurred during the encounter, and it could be the injury
to the officer that led to the force being used. However, it could be suggested
that TASER® may be a safer tactic for officers not armed with a firearm. This might
be because TASER® frequently gives officers a greater stand-off distance from the
subject than many of the other commonly available tactics.

Subject injuries associated with use of force
5.13 Eighteen forces shared data relating to subject injuries, from 34,217 uses of force.
Use of force data reports whether the subject was injured; this assessment is made
by the officer who completes the form and will include a broad range of injuries,
from small punctures caused by TASER® barbs to more serious injuries. This data,
presented in Table 6, shows instances where an injury to a subject was reported by
the officer and the associated tactic.
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Table 6: Injury to subjects associated with tactics, 2017, in 18 participating
forces.
Type of force (includes drawing /
aiming equipment)

Uses of force

Subject
injured

% Injured

369

112

30

Irritant Spray

2,145

362

17

Baton

1,228

162

13

Physical confrontation

23,510

2,693

11

TASER®

5,444

485

9

Firearms

1,445

21

1

AEP

76

1

1

Total

34,217

3,836

Police Dog

5.14 Paradoxically, AEP and firearms were associated with the least injuries to subjects,
but this is because British Police rarely discharge firearms and the analysis includes
incidents where firearms and AEPs were merely drawn from holsters. Firearms
aside, as a proportion of use, TASER® was associated with fewer injuries to subjects
than other use of force options, including physical confrontation, baton, irritant
spray and police dog.
5.15 Multiple tactics are often required during an encounter. Within the data provided,
where multiple tactics were used, the same injury would be recorded multiple
times, as the use of force recording mechanism does not record which tactic caused
the injury. For example, if a subject was hit with a baton then later a TASER® was
discharged at them, an injury sustained by the baton would be reported against
both the baton and the TASER®.
5.16 As a proportion of use, fewer subjects were injured when a TASER® tactic was used
than ‘traditional’ uses of force, such as police dogs, physical confrontation, baton
or irritant spray; this may demonstrate that TASER® is safer for subjects than these
other types of force.
5.17 Data tables relating to injuries to officers and subjects may be found at Appendix J.

Hospital referrals associated with use of TASER®
5.18 The injury data in table 6 presents all injuries. In an effort to better understand
the type of injury subjects have received, X26 TASER® use forms were scrutinised
for qualitative data. It was not possible to compare hospital visits with other types
of force, as physical confrontation, baton and irritant spray are not subject to this
greater level of scrutiny.
5.19 Twenty forces shared detailed data concerning injuries to TASER® subjects during
2016. All of these forces recorded injuries and hospital visits, however, fewer forces
recorded when subjects were admitted to hospital. In total, TASER® was used by
these forces on 5,839 occasions during 2016, being actually fired on 948 occasions.
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5.20 159 of the 5,839 subjects attended hospital Emergency Departments (ED) (3% of
total use, or 17% of discharges). Examples include where barbs were bent upon
falling and required professional removal as well as injuries from the fall, rapid
pulse rate and one ‘seizure’. Sixteen forces recorded when the subject was actually
admitted to hospital. Of these sixteen forces, only three hospital admissions were
noted.
5.21 Whilst any hospital attendance is regrettable, it could be argued that no use of force
option is risk free and subjects have also required transfer to hospital when other
tactics have been used. The police deal with a challenging and vulnerable section
of society, who are often unwell or injured prior to police arrival but nevertheless
continue to present a threat to others or themselves.
5.22 Data tables concerning 2016 injuries are found in Appendix K.

Deaths associated with TASER® use
5.23 This paper will not comment on any live investigations, however it does recognise
that TASER® use, particularly when it involves the administration or discharge to
a subject, is not risk free; to date, UK coroners’ courts have concluded that two
deaths, both of which were in 2013, have been associated with TASER® use, while
a small number of more recent deaths remain under investigation. Firstly, the death
of Andrew Pimlott in Plymouth, who was soaked in petrol and said to be holding a
lit match, when he was subjected to TASER® discharge. The petrol ignited and he
died a few days later from severe burns.
5.24 Second, the death of Jordan Begley in Manchester. While the inquest found
the TASER® did not cause his heart to stop, the jury concluded that the use of
the TASER® and the subsequent restraint “more than materially contributed” to
a “package” of stressful factors leading to Mr Begley’s cardiac arrest. Another
factor, they concluded, was Mr Begley’s intoxication at the time of the incident and
confrontation with police. It also concluded that the officer “inappropriately and
unreasonably” used the TASER® for longer than was necessary.
5.25 At the time of writing11, the Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC) (formally
the Independent Police Complaints Commission - IPCC) are investigating seven
deaths during which TASER® was recorded as a factor12. This does not mean
TASER® has contributed to a death just that it has been recorded as a factor in the
IOPC investigation.
5.26 In contrast, since 1st April 2006, the IOPC have investigated 1,674 deaths relating
to police contact13, as shown in table 7.

11

3 August 2018

12

Covering the following forces: Staffordshire Police; West Mercia Police; Dyfed-Powys Police;
Wiltshire Constabulary; North Wales Police; Devon and Cornwall Constabulary; Warwickshire
Police.

13

The full IOPC report may be found here https://policeconduct.gov.uk/sites/default/files/
Documents/statistics/deaths_during_following_police_contact_201617.pdf
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5.25 In contrast, since 1st April 2006, the IOPC have investigated 1,674 deaths relating to
police contact13, as shown in table 7.

Table 7: Fatal incidents investigated by IOPC by type of death and financial
2006/07-2016/17
Tableyear,
7: Fatal
incidents investigated by IOPC by type of death and financial year, 2006/07-2016/17

5.27 Over the period examined, 2006/07-2016/17, of the 1,674 deaths investigated
by the IOPC, only two have so far resulted in a Coroner concluding that TASER®
5.26 Over the period examined, 2006/07-2016/17, of the 1,674 deaths investigated by the
contributed to the death. Simply, it appears more people die in contact with the
IOPC, only two have so far resulted in a Coroner concluding that TASER® contributed®to
police
through road incidents, custody, police shootings or restraint than TASER .

the death. Simply, it appears more people die in contact with the police through road
incidents, custody, police shootings or restraint than TASER®.

6. Complaints Against The Police
6.1

The IOPC commence investigations either as a result of referrals from police forces
or by complaints made directly to them from the public. This study examined the
volume of TASER®-related referrals and public complaints received by the IOPC over
11
3 Augusta 2018
five year period.
Covering the following forces: Staffordshire Police; West Mercia Police; Dyfed-Powys Police;
Wiltshire
Constabulary;
North
Wales on
Police;
Devon
6.2 The
IOPC record
factors
each
case,and
so Cornwall
that theyConstabulary;
can monitorWarwickshire
trends and Police.
themes.

12

5 shows
of the
The fullFigure
IOPC report
maysome
be found
herefactors recorded on the referrals and complaints
received
by
the
IOPC
2012/13-2016/2017.
https://policeconduct.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Documents/statistics/deaths_during_following_polic
e_contact_201617.pdf
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6.2 The IOPC record factors on each case, so that they can monitor trends and themes. Figure 5 shows
some of the factors recorded on the referrals and complaints received by the IOPC 2012/132016/2017.

Figure 5: Some of the factors included in complaints and referrals to the
Figure
Some of the factors included in complaints and referrals to the IOPC, 2013-2017
IOPC, 5:
2013-2017
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6.3

Figure 5 shows referrals and complaints in relation to uses of force and road traffic
incidents. The IOPC data reveals that considerably more referrals were received in
relation to physical restraint, other use of force and road traffic incidents, than they
were for TASER®. A total of 16,673 referrals were made, of which 716 (4% of the
total) related to use of TASER®.

6.4

Of the 35,246 complaints made directly to the IOPC during this period, 120 (0.3%)
related to TASER® use. More complaints were made in relation to restraint, use of
force and road traffic incidents.

6.5

This is in keeping with the 2016 IPCC report, Police use of force: evidence from
complaints, investigations and public perceptions14, which reported that the most
frequent type of force used on those who had complained was ‘physical hold’.

6.6

This study also examined complaint data from nineteen participating police forces
and tracked all 53 TASER®-related complaints made in these forces during 2015.
The 53 complaints represent 1.1% of the 4,712 occasions in which those forces
used TASER® during 2015.

6.7

There may be reasons why people may not feel comfortable complaining about an
incident and it is accepted that some people might be less likely to complain about
the police than others.

6.8

Of the 53 complaints made, 44 were concluded as ‘no case to answer’. Each
determination is made by a senior officer (generally of Chief Inspector rank or
above). The highest sanction, in one case, was that of ‘management action’ and
eight other complaints were either withdrawn or dealt with via the Local Resolution
process. No officers were dismissed or subject to misconduct proceedings as a
result of the 53 complaints.

6.9

Taken together, this data shows that the vast majority of TASER® use by the police
does not lead to a complaint, either to the force or to the IOPC. It is clear that the
IOPC spend more of their time investigating other police activity, such as restraint,
other use of force or road traffic incidents, than they do investigating TASER®
incidents, with just 4% of referrals and 0.3% of complaints received by the IOPC
relating to TASER®. Where complaints were made directly to forces concerning
TASER® use, this equated to just 1.1% of the occasions where those forces had used
TASER® and in the 53 complaints tracked by this study, no officers were subject to
misconduct proceedings.

6.10 The full data tables concerning this section may be found in Appendix F.

7. Force Decision to Deploy TASER® To An Incident
7.1

14

The process to deploy TASER® to an incident varies between forces. In some forces,
control rooms make a judgement whether an incident is suitable for the deployment
of TASER®-trained officers on the basis of the threat and risk. In other forces,
Supervisors and Duty Officers (Inspectors) make this assessment. Alternatively,
officers already carrying TASER® and finding themselves in a spontaneous incident
can ‘self-authorise’.

https://s16878.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/IPCC_Use_Of_Force_Report.pdf
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7.2

Thirteen forces provided case studies of where TASER® had worked well to deescalate an incident (see Appendix M for examples of where TASER® quickly deescalated an incident, saved a life or prevented the need to escalate to use of police
firearms).

7.3

Once an incident has been assessed as requiring a TASER® response, it appears that
sometimes no TASER®-trained officers are available to attend. No forces were able
to provide a numerical record of instances where TASER® officers were unavailable
when required. However, ten forces provided case studies of such incidents, which
may be found in Appendix L. In these examples, either the response was delayed
until trained officers arrived from another area, or non-TASER® officers were
despatched instead.

7.4

Forces determine their number of TASER® trained officers based on their Strategic
Threat and Risk Assessment (STRA). This study identified that forces across the UK
deploy TASER® differently (but always in accordance with national guidance), with
six forces committed to offer TASER® training to all suitable frontline officers, while
others train a finite number and some only train armed officers. Where TASER®
availability is too limited, this can be problematic as it inevitably leads to occasions
where a TASER® is required for a violent incident but none is available. Potentially,
this is felt most acutely in rural areas. Whilst no numerical data relating to TASER®
non-availability is collected by forces who responded, the case studies provided by
forces do show examples of this.

7.5

The fundamental argument of this paper is that when the public call 999 because
a violent incident is taking place in their community, they expect a swift police
response with the correct equipment. If TASER® is required but trained officers
are unavailable, as appears frequently the case from case studies provided, forces
may either delay attendance by waiting for a TASER® officer to become available
or despatch non-TASER® officers, potentially placing the public, officers and the
subjects at greater risk.

7.6

In cases where it is assessed that TASER®-trained officers are required but nonTASER® officers are despatched instead, forces might be liable for injuries to officers
under Health & Safety legislation (however, no examples of such cases have been
found).

7.7

It was these concerns around TASER® availability that led Devon & Cornwall Police, a
rural force, to offer TASER® training to all suitable frontline officers by 2020.
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8. Public and Officer Consultation
Public consultation
8.1

A number of public surveys regarding TASER® were conducted during 2016:
(a) Ipsos MORI conducted a survey of 2,004 members of the public on behalf of the
Police Federation of England and Wales (PFEW) (Appendix N)
(b) Devon & Cornwall Police surveyed 1,178 members of the public. (Appendix O)
(c) West Yorkshire Police Federation surveyed 5,961 members of the public.
(Appendix P)
In total, this gives a base of 9,143 responses from the public.
Table 8: Extract from PFEW summary
How confident, if at all, are you that
you would recognise if a Police Officer
was carrying a TASER®?

To what extent would you be more
or less likely to approach a Police
officer for assistance such as asking for
directions [if the officer was carrying a
TASER®]

n=2004

%

Very confident (4)

13

n=2003

%

Fairly confident (3)

34

A lot more likely

2

Not very confident (2)

34

A little more likely

3

Not at all confident (1)

13

Makes no difference

75

Don’t know

6

A little less likely

12

NET: All very / fairly confident

47

A lot less likely

5

NET: All not very / at all

47

Don’t know

2

NET: All more likely

6

NET: All less likely
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8.2

Table 8 shows data from the PFEW survey. About half of respondents felt they
would recognise if an officer was carrying a TASER®. When asked if they would
be more or less likely to approach an officer who was carrying a TASER®, 75%
responded that it would make no difference, although 17% stated they would be
less likely to approach an officer.

8.3

All three surveys were combined to create a poll of polls, which is shown in Table
9. This shows that 79% of the 9,381 respondents agreed that more officers should
carry TASER®.

https://www.ipsos.com/sites/default/files/migrations/en-uk/files/Assets/Docs/Polls/attitudestowards-tasers-topline.pdf
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Table 9: Poll of polls
Should more officers carry TASER®? (See Appendix for wording of each survey.)

Yes, agree or strongly agree

PF

WY

DC

Total

%

1,205

5,146

1,049

7,400

79

44

432

5

82

1,485

16

0

64

1

Neither

388

No, disagree or strongly disagree

614

Don’t know

64

789

9,381

8.4

Concerns have been raised that officers carrying TASER® might adversely impact
on their relationship with the public. However, this would appear to be anecdotal
and no research or evidence can be located to support these concerns. The data in
these public surveys might reassure the reader.

Officer consultation
8.5

In 2016 a number of internal surveys were completed:
(a) The Police Federation of England & Wales surveyed 6,123 officers.
(b) Devon & Cornwall Police surveyed 380 officers. (Appendix Q)
(c) West Yorkshire Police Federation surveyed 1,569 officers. (Appendix R)
The key results are summarised below.
Table 10: Police Federation officer survey
Assuming appropriate training is available, should Conducted Energy Devices
(TASER®) be issued only to authorised firearms officers, to a further increased
number of specially trained officers, or to a wider group of front-line officers?
Number
Only authorised firearms officers

47

0.8%

A further increased number of
specially trained officers

1,015

17.1%

A wider group of front-line
officers

4,880

82.1%

Total

5,942
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Table 11: Devon & Cornwall Police officer survey.
How strongly do you agree that more Police Officers within Devon & Cornwall
should carry a TASER®?
Strongly agree

284

75%

Agree

64

17%

Neither agree or disagree

16

4%

Disagree

7

2%

Strongly disagree

7

2%

Don’t know

2

1%

380

Table 12: West Yorkshire Police Federation officer survey.
Do you think all uniformed frontline Police Officers should be issued with TASER®?
Yes

1,420

90.7%

No

146

9.3%

1,566

8.6

Tables 10-12 show the majority of officers surveyed clearly seek the opportunity to
carry TASER®. In the Devon & Cornwall survey (Table 11), 90% of officers surveyed
stated they would volunteer to carry a TASER®.

9. TASER® Uplift Considerations
Uplift considerations
9.1

The NPCC have set six considerations for any force seeking to expand their TASER®
capability. These are:
A. to ensure the current, comprehensive training curriculum and contact time is
maintained;
B. to allow only substantive constables and suitable student officers to apply for
TASER® training.;
C. to refresh the force Strategic Threat and Risk Assessment (STRA) to include
rates of violent crime, assaults on police, single patrol strategies, geography and
back-up times alongside current UK threat assessment from the Joint Terrorism
Analysis Centre (JTAC);
D. to ensure there is open and comprehensive engagement with Police and Crime
Commissioners and other interested stakeholders;
E. to refresh community impact assessments and community consultation,
especially hard to reach groups;
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9.2

Chiefs’ Council supported TASER® being issued to student officers in January
2018. This was an acknowledgement that student officers face the same risks as
substantive colleagues, already carry baton and irritant spray and actually make up
a great proportion of front line officers. A process to select suitable student officers
has been designed by the College of Policing and this was approved by the Home
Secretary in February 2019. Chief Constables now have the option to train suitable
student officers in TASER®. A separate working group is currently considering the
position with regards to Special Constables.

10. Study limitations
10.1 There is still much to debate, notably whether TASER® should be considered as PPE
and whether it should be rolled out to further groups of officers, such as Special
Constables.
10.2 As a retrospective study, there are clear limitations and an observational study would
be of benefit in the future; our data relies on voluntary reporting by police officers
who have used force. Not every UK force was able or willing to supply data to this
study. The data is also limited, specifically where use of force reports record an
injury to a subject where multiple tactics have been used, the data does not record
which specific tactic caused injury; in the same way, when injuries to officers are
recorded, it is not reported when the injury was sustained or how serious it was.
It would be of benefit to future studies to determine whether officers who were
assaulted were in possession of a TASER® or Body Worn Video at that time.
10.3 The level and manner of threat also affects the choice of tactic made by the police
officer. For example, in more serious situations such as a knife incident, police
officers are likely to use techniques which allow them to keep a safe distance from
the offender. In this case they might choose to use a TASER® rather than physical
confrontation.
10.4 This report has been written by a police officer and whilst the evidence, good and
bad, has been presented, this is not an external independent report. The raw
data has been presented in the appendices and summarised in the paper, however
full statistical analysis, such as multivariate modelling, might be of benefit to
enhance the findings of this paper. In order to better develop this study, this data
will be shared and it is hoped that at least three separate academic papers, from
separate institutions16, will be drawn from this study. Developing this report into
independent academic papers will provide a stronger evidence base.
10.5 Recent concerns have been raised regarding the proportionality of TASER® use with
regards to protected groups including race. Consequently, NPCC commissioned an
independent review of disproportionality in the summer of 2020, which will have an
independent oversight board feeding into an academic review.

11. Conclusions and Next Steps
11.1 This study examined data shared by 42 UK police forces and found differences in
how forces currently deploy TASER®; six forces have committed to offer TASER®
to all suitable officers, others train a finite number, while some retain TASER® only
within armed policing.
16

We are currently collaborating with London School of Economics, an NHS Trust and the University
of Minnesota.
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11.2 It was found that incidents involving knives are rising. Furthermore, assaults against
the police workforce were examined and ten forces reported losing 27,000 working
days specifically as a result of assault, costing some £6.6M in salary alone.
11.3 TASER® is only used in a small number of incidents, 27 forces reported that they
drew TASER® from the holster at just 0.06% of the 35 million incidents they
attended in 2014-2016. It was fired at only 0.01% of incidents.
11.4 The study examined more than 34,000 uses of force and found that TASER® was
associated with fewer injuries to both officers and subjects compared with police
dogs, baton, irritant spray or physical confrontation. This may suggest that TASER®
is safer for officers and subjects than these other types of force. It was noted that
the IOPC deal with more referrals and complaints concerning restraint, other use
of force and RTCs than TASER®. However, two UK deaths linked to TASER® are
explored in the study.
11.5 Three questionnaires responded to by 9,000 members of the public revealed broad
support (79%) for more officers carrying TASER®. Three internal surveys received
responses from 8,000 officers, and in excess of 90% felt more officers should be
equipped with TASER®.
11.6 The study found that availability of TASER® trained officers can be problematic,
especially in more rural areas where ‘back up’ can be some time away: forces
identified incidents that had been assessed as requiring a TASER® but no TASER®
officer was available.

Next steps
11.7 We will support the NPCC commissioned independent review of disproportionality.
11.8 There are differences between urban and rural areas, both in terms of risk
assessment and community dynamics, which will impact on TASER® considerations.
For example, in a rural area officers may have to wait much longer for assistance
from their colleagues than in major cities. These local dynamics should be
considered when assessing the number of officers to train.
11.9 In closing, it is recommended that forces consider whether their current TASER®
arrangements provide the best possible public and officer safety; it is hoped data
in this paper will assist. Forces are encouraged to fully understand their position by
collating assault on workforce data, including how much time is taken away from
frontline duties as a result of assault. Forces should examine their Use of Force
data, to understand effectiveness of police equipment and levels of injury to officers
and subjects. Finally, forces should identify incidents where TASER® is required but
unavailable. Forces are encouraged to include this data within their Strategic Threat
and Risk Assessments (STRA).
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Glossary of terms
Glossary one - definition of Taser use
Level of
use

Type of use

Definition

Angle-drive
stun

The officer fires the weapon with a live cartridge installed. One or both
probes may attach to the subject. The officer then holds the Taser against
the subject’s body in a different area to the probe(s), in order to complete
the electrical circuit and deliver an incapacitating effect.

Fired

The Taser is fired with a live cartridge installed. When the trigger is pulled,
the probes are fired towards the subject with the intention of completing
an electrical circuit and delivering an incapacitating effect.

Drive stun

The Taser is held against the subject’s body and the trigger is pulled with
no probes being fired. Contact with the subject completes the electrical
circuit which causes pain but does not deliver an incapacitating effect.

Discharge
Higher
use

Non Discharge

Lower
use

Arcing

Sparking of the Taser without aiming it or firing it.

Red-dot

The weapon is not fired. Instead, the Taser is deliberately aimed and then
partially activated so that a laser red dot is placed onto the subject.

Aimed

Deliberate aiming of the Taser at a targeted subject.

Drawn

Drawing of the Taser in circumstances where any person could reasonably
perceive the action to be a use of force.

Glossary two - Definition of injury type
Definition of Taser injuries examined in this paper
Primary
Secondary
Coincidental

Possibly caused by the direct effect of current flow.
As a result of an indirect delivery, such as injuries from barbs or falls.
Injuries received in the incident not directly related to Taser use, e.g. self-inflicted
wounds, gunshot wounds, dog bites.

These have been replaced from 1 April 2017, as part of the new use of force reporting
system, with: minor, severe, death and n/a.
Minor

An injury is reported which may require some simple first aid but does not meet the
definition of severe.

Severe

A fracture, deep cut, deep laceration or an injury causing damage to an internal
organ or the impairment of any bodily function.
Or
An injury which, after initial assessment at hospital, requires formal admission to
hospital.
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Glossary three - National Decision Making Model
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Appendix A

WORKING GROUP ON
LESS LETHAL WEAPONS
Lead: Lucy D’Orsi
Deputy Assistant Commissioner
c/o West Mercia Police Headquarters,
P.O. Box 55,
Hindlip Hall, Worcester, WR3 8SP
Telephone: 01905 331717
Staff Officer: Andy Harding
Mobile: 07917 505432
Email: lesslethalweapons@westmercia.pnn.police.uk
Our Ref: LD/AH/rm

OFFICIAL
30 August 2017

Dear Chief Constable
The use of Taser has been an emotive subject in policing for a considerable time. We see from
evidence across the UK that forces apply Taser in many different operational scenarios; statistics
on use vary greatly from force to force and deployment methods are not always scientifically
determined.
Many Chief Constables are considering their future position regarding Taser and it is our aim to
produce guidance for them within six months and a full independent academic research paper
regarding how Taser is used in the UK, within two years.
It is my intention to have the information analysed to make sense of the UK Strategic Threat
and Risk Assessment to provide forces with a product that addresses the following areas:
(1) How Tasers are used
(2) Who uses them
(3) Impact of their use on the force
(4) Impact of their use on the individual officer
(5) Impact of their use on communities
(6) Where they are used
(7) If the correct number are being deployed
(8) Impact on the subject
In order to do this I will need your help. My project lead, Supt Ian Drummond-Smith, will soon
be in touch with your force requesting a comprehensive data return. Once this is complete
Ian, along with partners at the HMIC and London School of Economics, will analyse the data
and produce documentation supporting STRAs and the wider subject of how Tasers are used
and viewed. This will also inform the debate regarding equipping student officers and special
constables with Taser. For a little investment now, we should be able to produce a number of
1

informative papers that will greatly assist forces to shape their future use of Taser and other less
lethal options.
I thank you in anticipation for your assistance with this pioneering work.
Yours sincerely

DAC Lucy D’Orsi
National Lead on Less Lethal Weapons
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Appendix B
WORKING GROUP ON
LESS LETHAL WEAPONS
Lead: Lucy D’Orsi
Deputy Assistant Commissioner
c/o West Mercia Police Headquarters,
P.O. Box 55,
Hindlip Hall, Worcester, WR3 8SP
Telephone: 01905 331717
Staff Officer: Andy Harding
Mobile: 07917 505432
Email: lesslethalweapons@westmercia.pnn.police.uk
Our Ref: LD/AH/IDS/rm

OFFICIAL
18 September 2017

Dear Taser SPOC
Assistance to forces - Taser uplift considerations
I am writing to ask for your support in our national review of Tasers. The aim of this review
is to (1) comprehensively assess their use and risks; (2) inform potential uplift decisions and
expansion to other officer groups (e.g. student officers); (3) In the process we will work closely
with researchers from the London School of Economics who will study empirically the use of
Tasers, and its impact on officers and subjects; (4) They will also develop a predictive model
of Taser use, which can inform future deployment decisions. For all this we would greatly
appreciate your support, and hope that you could return the attached electronic data request
as soon as possible.
The background is that you – like many other forces – may be considering uplifting the number
of Taser trained officers in your force. It is important to set out our belief that Taser is very
useful in everyday policing and also in the armed policing environment but outside of armed
policing, Taser must not be considered the answer, or the response to terrorism. Taser can
easily be defeated by heavy, loose or specialist clothing, has only two shots and using Taser
would be ill advised against suspects wearing IEDs. In our opinion, firearms officers are the
only appropriate response to terrorist incidents.
In May 2017 Devon & Cornwall Police announced that they will increase the number
of Specially Trained Officers (STOs) they train from 700 (50% of front line) to 1,200
(approximately 85% of their frontline-999) by 2020. With the exclusion of Specials, Student
Officers, those who cannot pass selection or the course, this essentially means in Devon
& Cornwall, all frontline-999 officers who wish to carry a Taser will have the opportunity.
Building on this review, there is currently also a national review underway in relation to the
potential carrying of Taser by Student Officers (at the appropriate time in their probation).
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We would therefore seek your support and ask that you return as much data as you can, using
our online questionnaire. We aim to return initial results, including LSE’s predictive deployment
model, within six months. This information will assist forces in making uplift decisions and
will assist Chief’s Council in their consideration of issuing Taser to student officers. The full
academic paper written by LSE will then take another 18 months. Besides the predictive
model, the LSE is interested in learning how the availability of Tasers impacts in any way the
behaviour of either officer or subject and whether/which officer characteristics determine the
use profile.
The LLW Secretariat, together with Dr Tom Kirchmaier from the LSE and Devon & Cornwall
Taser Lead Supt. Ian Drummond-Smith, who is on secondment to the Secretariat to complete
this project, are available to assist and advise you. While we cannot personally visit every force,
you may wish to attend the International Taser Conference in London on 11th & 12th October
2017 in Twickenham, London, to which you have already been invited by the LLW Secretariat.
Criteria to uplift
It is timely to reaffirm the six expectations of forces who are uplifting the number of Taser
trained officers, albeit the results of this research might inform future priorities:
1. Not to dilute current training time or curriculum.
2. Not to extend the training to student officers or Specials.
3. To refresh the STRA to include force rates of violent crime, assaults on police, single patrol
strategies, geography, and back up times alongside current UKTA from JTAC.
4. Not to proceed with an increase without consultation with PCC and other interested
stakeholders.
5. To refresh community consultation and community impact assessments.
6. Strict adherence to recording and monitoring regimes down to individual user level.
National data collection exercise
It is appreciated that you may not hold as an organisation the data that we are requesting.
Please make every effort to return as much accurate data as you can, or mark where you do
not hold the data.
We would ask that you adjust your systems where possible to collate this data annually in the
future, as we believe you will benefit from understanding these issues and we may return to
ask for more data in coming years.
You are asked to provide by return as soon as possible and in any case by 9th October 2017
using the attached link. You can go back to it at a later date, so you don’t need to fill out
everything at one go.
<FORCE LINK>
We also ask that you submit all Use of Force form and all Taser Use Forms, recorded since
2009. Your force has access to the HMIC data sharing portal called ‘Huddle’ and the HMIC
have informed your force HMIC liaison officer about this process. We ask that you submit
these electronic forms via Huddle. We understand this will be a large number of files - the
system is capable of receiving and storing a vast quantity of data.
In the appendix, we remind you of the definitions of Taser injuries and also reproduce the
online questionnaire for your perusal.
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Thank you very much for your help and support in this project.
Yours faithfully

I Drummond-Smith
Superintendent
NPCC Less Lethal Weapons Secretariat
cc.

Chief Firearms Instructor

Encls. National definition of Taser injury category
Copy of on line questionnaire
Project contacts
Supt Ian Drummond-Smith
Tom Kirchmaier:		

15547@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk
t.kirchmaier@lse.ac.uk
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Appendix C - Participation of Forces
Force

Status

Force

Status

Avon & Somerset

Fully engaged in project

West Midlands

Fully engaged in project

Bedfordshire

Shared UOF data

West Yorkshire

Fully engaged in project

Cambridgeshire

Shared UOF data

Wiltshire

Did not reply

Cheshire

Did not reply

Dyfed-Powys

Fully engaged in project

Cleveland

Shared UOF data

Gwent

Fully engaged in project

Cumbria

Fully engaged in project

North Wales

Did not reply

Derbyshire

Fully engaged in project

South Wales

Fully engaged in project

Devon & Cornwall

Fully engaged in project

Police Scotland

Fully engaged in project

Dorset

Fully engaged in project

BTP

Shared UOF data

Durham

Shared UOF data

CNC

Fully engaged in project

Essex

Declined to participate

MOD

Did not reply

Gloucestershire

Shared UOF data

Isles of Man

Fully engaged in project

Greater Manchester

Fully engaged in project

Jersey

Fully engaged in project

Hampshire

Fully engaged in project

Guernsey

Fully engaged in project

Hertfordshire

Fully engaged in project

Humberside

Fully engaged in project

Kent

Fully engaged in project

Lancashire

Did not reply

Leicestershire

Fully engaged in project

Lincolnshire

Fully engaged in project

London, City of

Fully engaged in project

Merseyside

Fully engaged in project

Metropolitan Police

Fully engaged in project

Norfolk

Fully engaged in project

Northamptonshire

Fully engaged in project

Northumbria

Fully engaged in project

North Yorkshire

Fully engaged in project

Nottinghamshire

Fully engaged in project

South Yorkshire

Fully engaged in project

Staffordshire

Fully engaged in project

Suffolk

Fully engaged in project

Surrey

Declined to participate

Sussex

Declined to participate

Thames Valley

Fully engaged in project

Warwickshire

Fully engaged in project

West Mercia

Fully engaged in project
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Appendix D - Number of officers trained to use Taser in
participating forces
Officers

STOs

&

Armed
officers

&

Total
carrying
taser

&

Avon & Somerset

2,667

433

16

117

4

550

21

Cumbria

1,112

189

17

61

5

250

22

Derbyshire

1,710

250

15

59

3

309 1

8

Devon & Cornwall

2,914

550

19

171

6

721

25

Dorset

1,266

77

6

71

61

48

12

Greater Manchester

6,318

540

9

227

4

767

12

Hampshire

2,896

339

12

97

3

436

15

Hertfordshire

1,952

247

13

N/K

Humberside

1,641

130

8

75

5

205

12

Kent

3,259

304

9

102

3

406

12

Leicestershire

1,802

143

8

61

3

204

11

Lincolnshire

1,087

248

23

42

4

290

27

684

131

19

68

10

199

29

3,538

392

11

100

3

492

14

Metropolitan Police 30,046

2100

7

2523

8

4623

15

Norfolk

1,515

182

12

153

10

335

22

Northamptonshire

1,188

83

7

53

4

136

11

Northumbria

3,289

320

10

134

4

454

14

North Yorkshire

1,378

217

16

59

4

276

20

Nottinghamshire

1,837

125

7

61

3

186

10

South Yorkshire

2,483

372

15

91

4

463

19

Staffordshire

1,626

380

23

74

5

454

28

Suffolk

1,102

220

20

65

6

285

26

Thames Valley

4,096

340

8

220

5

560

14

Warwickshire

835

118

14

West Mercia

2,055

175

9

150

5

443

15

West Midlands

6,756

431

6

225

3

656

10

West Yorkshire

4,720

400

8

170

4

570

12

Dyfed-Powys

1,160

140

12

71

6

211

18

Gwent

1,178

121

10

40

3

161

14

South Wales

2,908

180

6

84

3

264

9

Police Scotland

17,234

0

0

581

3

581

3

CNC

1,150

0

0

1150

100

1150

100

Jersey

204

0

0

29

14

29

14

Gurnsey

150

0

0

17

11

17

11

Isle of Mann

214

0

0

20

9

20

9

119,969

9877

8

7221

6.019044

16851

14

Force

London, City of
Merseyside

Total
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Appendix E - Taser use vs Demand on service, in 27
participating forces
Usage data supplied by the Home Office
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Appendix E - Police use of Taser in Scotland 2013-2017
Taser Deployments in Scotland by Mode of Operation
01.04.2013
to
31.12.2013

01.01.2014
to
31.12.2014

01.01.2015
to
31.12.2015

01.01.2016
to
31.12.2016

01.01.2017
to
31.12.2017

Total

Drawn

34

13

6

8

17

78

Aimed

11

8

2

1

8

30

Red Dot

9

15

13

12

25

74

Arced

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fired

1

4

2

1

3

11

Drive Stun

0

0

1

0

0

1

Angle Drive
Stun

0

1

0

0

0

1

Total

55

41

24

22

53

195
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Appendix F - Referrals and complaints made to the IOPC
(Formally IPCC) 2012/13-2016/17
Referrals

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Total

Total referrals

2437

2981

3700

3788

3767

16673

Taser

142

161

213

121

79

716

Baton

45

41

61

58

49

254

Physical restraint

306

412

452

452

424

2046

Other use of force

329

481

453

411

338

2012

Road traffic incident

185

254

285

339

379

1442

68

110

144

195

236

753

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Total

10046

7443

6625

5669

5463

35246

Taser

28

26

25

17

24

120

Baton

15

8

12

9

9

53

Physical restraint

170

145

158

101

111

685

Other use of force

314

227

255

194

236

1226

Road traffic incident

284

128

112

79

68

671

1

3

5

1

5

15

Road traffic incident serious
injury
Complaints
Total complaints

Road traffic incident serious
injury
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Appendix F - Complaints related to Taser during 2015
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Appendix G - Number of knife incidents, per year
Force

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Avon & Somerset

1,715

1,372

1,097

955

883

1,065

1,645

Derbyshire

N/K

N/K

N/K

N/K

N/K

320*

344*

Devon & Cornwall

N/K

N/K

2,950

5,885

4,574

5,901

6,488

Greater Mancheser

2,078

1,846

1,629

1,603

1,720

1,801

1,744

Hampshire

N/K

1,550

1,310

1,253

1,493

1,929

2,017

Hertfordshire

224

282

199

201

306

395

523

Kent

896

756

1,325

1,378

1,207

997

1,042

Leicestershire

N/K

5,306

8,489

9,365

9,412

9,209

10,706

Lincolnshire

1,441

1,398

1,308

1,374

1,377

1,470

1,415

Metropolitan Police

12,846

32,067

30,413

31,897

32,503

33,786

35,692

Norfolk

3,276

3,223

3,302

3,337

3,534

3,997

4,332

Northumbria

1,116

1,073

859

934

869

1,202

1,358

North Yorkshire

422

356

410

399

296

286

277

Nottinghamshire

2,116

2,113

2,091

2,311

1,992

2,077

2,067

South Yorkshire

10,885

11,677

12,151

13,121

12,157

12,705

14,929

Staffordshire

11,620

11,773

12,679

13,235

12,756

14,304

16,564

Suffolk

N/K

N/K

N/K

N/K

3125*

3364*

3641*

Warwickshire

146

164

131

86

133

152

206

West Mercia

398

378

343

255

291

424

475

5,978

6,260

5,309

4,909

5,011

5,995

6,953

Dyfed-Powys

153

153

187

244

134

112

100

Gwent

218

383

342

469

856

786

871

South Wales

N/K

377

397

369

399

403

471

Jersey

150

160

164

155

171

138

151

Gurnsey

N/K

N/K

N/K

N/K

N/K

N/K

41*

55,678

82,667

87,085

93,735

92,074*

99,134*

11,0026

West Yorkshire

Total

* Data presented for information. Not included in paper as whole five years unavailable for
comparison
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Appendix H Assaults on workforce, 2016
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Appendix H - Days lost due to sickness and limited duties,
specifically as a result of assault
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Appendix I - Effectiveness of tactics data table - 2017
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Appendix J - Injuries associated with tactics - 2017
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Appendix K - Analysis of injuries to subject - 2016
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Appendix L - Where Taser was needed but unavailable
Forces were asked to provide examples of incidents where TASER® was required but was not
readily available.

Welsh force
• PC attended a domestic incident whereby the suspect assaulted her. She sustained two
black eyes and a possible fractured cheekbone. PC was trained in the use of Taser but had
not got access to a Taser.
• Report of male armed with knife and threatening to assault residents. The subject had
damaged property to force his way into the address. Response were dispatched but there
were no Taser Units available. As a result there was a 15 minute delay waiting for the arrival
of Firearms Units (in Taser mode). Response Units on scene within a few minutes were
instructed to stand off until the arrival of the Taser carrying Firearm units. This delayed the
response by 15 minutes.

Northern force
• Male attacking his mother and sister, had self-harmed and was bleeding. His mother and
sister were still inside, so officers entered the house. Due to the unavailability of a Taser,
officers closed the subject down to negate his going to the knife block, so each took hold
of an arm. The man then began swearing, making threats and fighting. He threw one
petite officer into a window and the other into a kitchen cabinet. The officers reengaged
and he continued to fight. Both officers were then thrown about the kitchen by the 6ft
proportionately built male, causing damage and injury, one officer sustaining an elbow
to the face, a head butt to the scalp with such force that it propelled her across the room
where she hit her head on a kitchen work top causing concussion. As more officers arrived,
the subject was overpowered and arrested. All officers sustained some form of injury during
this incident.
• Domestic incident involving a known violent male. Officers could hear arguing and on entry
found the man and a woman obviously in drink. There was blood on the floor and up the
stairs. The man made towards his girlfriend in a threatening manner, as if to assault her. The
officers intervened whereupon the man said, “if I’m coming in, let’s do this!” He took hold
of a knife. One officer managed to take hold of his hand and force it out of his hand. A
violent struggle ensued in the kitchen with the man repeatedly attempting to reach the knife
block. The officers fought and sustained head butts, attempted strikes from a wine bottle
and being thrown against kitchen units and the freestanding fridge. Both officers and the
male were on the floor amongst the glass and blood. Eventually the man was overpowered
and handcuffed, albeit to the front. This attack on the officers came about very quickly and
lasted for several minutes. Both officers have stated that they were in fear of, and that they
were fighting for their lives. They suffered psychological stress due to the incident, with one
diagnosed as having PTSD. She is still away from front line duties more than three years later.

Midlands force
• Male spotted with large machete chasing members of public in the city. Non-Taser Officers
gave chase and had machete swung at them multiple times. Spray was deployed but had
no effect. Male was running past shoppers and could have swung out at them at any time.
Taser car finally attended after the male had been detained following foot chase.
• Female enters ASDA with a knife. Taser unit making from some distance away, three nonTaser Officers attended. Female contained in an aisle for customer safety. Female became
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spooked when customers were told to evacuate the store and broke containment. Female
was wrestled to the floor and officer landed on her handbag that contained a number of
other knives. Officer sustained puncture injuries to his leg and was subsequently off work
for a number of weeks.
• Double crewed non-Taser officers sent to arrest 5ft 10” 19 stone door supervisor suffering
Mental Health issues. This resulted in officers ‘rolling around’ in the main road with the male
who was resisting heavily - luckily at that time there were no vehicles on that road. Owing
to size and strength of the male primary control skills were ineffective. Spray was deployed
but took a while to take effect and subdue the male who was then arrested.
• Motorway Officers working in isolation due to geography of areas covered and where other
Officers cannot deploy due to Health & Safety. Double crewed non-Taser Officers sent to an
aggressive male under the effects of alcohol and drugs on the hard shoulder. Nearest Taser
resource is 25 minutes away. Male was finally arrested after lengthy negotiations but this
was far from ideal on the side of a live motorway.

Northern force
• Male in road with a knife. On police arrival the suspect attacked the police vehicle with a
knife. Further units assisted and the suspect attacked them with several knives, bricks and
breezeblock. Dog units attended and the suspect attacked one of the dog vehicles with
a shovel, shattering the windscreen and showering an officer with glass. Dog units were
deployed and were ineffective, CS spray was also deployed and completely ineffective. The
suspect threatened to kill the police dogs, and continued to threaten officers and attack
police vehicles causing extensive damage. Whilst officers tried to contain the male to one
area he began threatening to harm members of the public. Armed officers arrived and tried
to negotiate however he continued to brandish the shovel. The male moved toward the
front door of No 46 whilst still brandishing shovel and threatening to harm anyone he came
in contact with. Taser was subsequently discharged by armed officers. It was immediately
effective and the male was handcuffed and secured.

Northern force
• Officer performing arrest & took hold of the offender; he resisted arrest & swung his arm
in an arc over the officer’s head so that officer went down facing the ground. Officer had
taken a blow to the face & had to let go due to pain in arm, offender made off on foot
& officer gave chase. Officer is a Taser trained officer but because of limited number of
available Tasers at local station (3), he did not have a Taser when he engaged with the violent
subject.

Northern force
• Violent domestic - no STOs available to attend the scene. Female had stabbed ex-partner
using a kitchen knife. Reports continued to come in that the injured party was lying in a
pool of blood outside the address suffering from potentially catastrophic blood loss. ARVs
were travelling from some distance to provide Taser support and if area command had more
Taser officers available it would have given officers attending a quicker response and access
to support from Taser officers when attending a potentially dangerous and critical incident.
• Large fight between males and number of weapons sighted described as knives and one
with ball and chain. Numerous unarmed area command officers were required to attend
the incident as there was no STOs available or anywhere nearby. This area of the Force has
a limited number of frontline Police and should always have the support of Taser to such an
incident. Due to subjects involved being named arrest enquiries were carried out at several
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address. Again no STO available to assist with these enquiries so the support was provided
by FSU.
• Report of domestic criminal damage where male smashed a window and made off in
possession of weapons. Due to the lack of availability at the area command of STO there
was a delay in STO attending the scene. The only one STO was having to deal with a
number of incidents. The time lapsed gave the violent subject time to leave the area and
become more intoxicated before returning to the address and becoming violent again.
Had there been more STOs available there may have been a greater opportunity to carry
out checks more promptly in order to arrest the subject. This could have prevented the
opportunity for the subject to return and commit further offences and also given police more
tactical options and greater time to plan a safe method of arrest.

Northern force
• A male had barricaded himself into a property with his partner and was in possession of a
knife. At the time, only officers from firearms, dog section and roads policing were Taser
users. Due to the geographical nature of the county and number of Taser users on duty
at any one time there was not a Taser officer in realistic travelling distance to the scene.
Although Taser users were dispatched officers had to act using PPE to save life as the
circumstances escalated. No persons were injured but this incident brought about wider
training and issue of Taser in this force.

Northern force
• Male stood in street holding a large knife and shouting loudly. This incident was assessed
by the Force Duty Officer and authority given for STOs to attend. However, no STOs were
available. An ARV was subsequently dispatched as a Taser resource but arrived 15 minutes
after the initial call and by this time the male had left. An area search proved negative.
• Male armed with a kitchen knife threatening family members. The male has been smoking
cannabis all day and was assessed as being EMD by the Force Duty Inspector. There was no
Taser capability at district on either the late or night shift. ARVs attend with Taser authority
but from distance and arrive 25 minutes after the initial call was made.
• Female has thrown a table out of her house onto the pavement and is now throwing knives
from her house out of the window. Taser is authorised but no trained officers are available.
ARVs are engaged on firearms deployment and unable to assist. Conventional unit with no
Taser capability attend and deal with the incident.
• Large fight in the street where information is at least 2 people are carrying axes. Taser
authority was given but a district STO is not available. No ARVs were available to assist. An
ARV is deployed some time later when they become free, arriving approx. 30 minutes after
initial call. A crime of affray is recorded and investigated.

Welsh force
• Report of male at homeless shelter armed with a knife being restrained by staff. He had been
threatening caller with it. Male had markers for weapons, violence, mental health and self
harm. Taser authorised. No Taser units were available. Consequently, two non-Taser officers
deployed.
• Male stabbed by a female. He told call taker he would fight any officer and kill his girlfriend.
He was described by call handler as irate and making no sense. Taser authority granted. No
Taser units available in the whole of County. ARVs therefore despatched, arriving 33 mins
after initial call.
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• Male in the street threatening staff. He was looking for items to arm himself with. He
has previously attacked victim with a sharpened toothbrush, used a knife during an assault
and kicked an officer in the groin when being arrested. He suffered ADHD and attempted
suicide by cutting his wrists and hanging. Taser authorised. No Taser officers available Local non-Taser officers dispatched with PPE. No ARVs available in force area. Male later
found some 40 mins later and safely arrested.
• Male cutting himself with a knife, bleeding from arms and wrists at a play park. Taser
authorised, however, no Taser officers were available. Two single crewed local units
attended. Officer confronted male, who had a knife and was cutting himself. The park
was full of children. Gold Command informed officers not to approach and asked for Taser
Units, however none were available. Male had the knife to his neck. AFOs despatched.
Male safely disarmed by local officers.

Southern force
• Two officers were lured to an address and attacked with a circular saw, one receiving an
arterial bleed and life threatening injuries, neither officer on scene was carrying a Taser. A
man was convicted of attempted murder.
• Two officers called Code Zero as a wanted male was aggressive to officers; the first back
up unit arrived 12 minutes later. The three officers present did not have access to Taser.
A fracas resulted in two officers being injured and when a Taser did eventually arrive, the
offender surrendered when red dotted. The injured Sergeant was off frontline duties for
nine months as a result of his injury. Two arrests being made.
• Male with a knife, no Tasers trained officers available in the sector, the nearest STOs were
despatched from 30 minutes away to attend the incident, significantly delaying the arrival of
the equipment.
• High risk suicidal female in a public place and possession of 6 inch bladed kitchen knife - No
STO available in the sector.
• Potentially drunk, suicidal male ‘sharpening a knife’ – No STO available in the sector.
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Appendix M - Where Taser was used to good effect
Forces were asked to provide examples of incidents where TASER® was used to good effect.

Welsh force
• Intoxicated male in possession of a kitchen knife and threatening to self-harm. Officer ran
after this male and he turned and walked towards officer. Male given verbal commands to
“show his hands”, however he reached into his pocket. STO made the decision to red dot.
The suspect then removed a 20cm kitchen knife. After verbal commands, the male threw
the knife onto the ground and was detained without further incident.
• Domestic Incident with information that a knife was used to make threats. Subject was
a well-known criminal with warning markers for Violence (Assault Police) and Mental
Health. He was a fit young man of large build, a heavy Steroid User and 6’2” tall. He was
intoxicated and irate on police arrival and difficult to contain. When officers arrived the
visual presence of Taser, coupled with officer’s verbal commands that they were in possession
of Taser, was sufficient to calm male and bring the situation under control. The occurrence
was then dealt with effectively
• Male suspect who had warning markers for violence and weapons was located hiding in a
poorly lit lane. When male faced officers, a large kitchen knife was observed down the front
of his tracksuit bottoms and he refused verbal commands to “show his hands”. Officers
drew Taser and applied the red dot to the male. As a result, the male responded to verbal
commands until the knife was safely retrieved and suspect placed in handcuffs.
• Man inside a house, armed with a hammer and was making threats. The officer calmly
aimed the Taser through a small open window and Tasered the male, the wire of the barbs
still attached to the subject and with the subject now completely and safely under control,
officers were able to force entry and secure the male arresting him for Affray.

Northern force
• Subject was in a first floor bedroom, large amount of blood and broken glass on the floor.
Officers and an ambulance crew attempted to engage with the subject through the door.
She would not communicate. While speaking with the subject, officers tried to open the
door and were met with immediate resistance from a barricade. An observation point
from outside revealed that the subject was stood with her back to the door, both her fists
clenched and each holding a shard of glass. Both hands were covered in blood. The door
was forced open by one officer whilst the other covered with a Taser. They were confronted
by the female subject, both arms outstretched to the side, each hand gripping a shard of
glass so hard, blood was dripping onto the floor. She was shouting, her expression was fixed
and she was tensing her upper body and face. Further instruction was given to the subject
to drop the glass, but again this was ignored. After several warnings, Taser was fired but
was ineffective due to her clothing. The subject then advanced upon the officers, her arms
still outstretched, the expression on her face was fixed and she sounded as though she was
growling. Both officers felt that the female intended to harm them with the glass. Taser
was fired again, this time taking immediate effect. Once the Taser had finished cycling, the
subject was handcuffed in a rear stack position.
• Male in a town centre park armed with a large knife. Police attended and found the male,
who said he was intent on killing himself. He appeared drunk and continued to drink
alcohol whist in negotiation with officers. At the same time he used the 8-9” knife to cut
at his neck and throat, causing bleeding. He repeatedly cut at his neck/throat superficially,
but appeared to be building to more serious self harm due to his tensing of arms and fists
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and more rapid breathing. He became less cooperative and stopped engaging with officers.
Consideration was also given to the proximity of the public. Officers continued to negotiate
with the man unsuccessfully. Then, as the man was appearing to psyche himself further,
officer fired Taser. The target area was the front of the chest and although connection was
made, the range was at its extreme so the deployment was deemed unsuccessful. Taser was
discharged again causing the man to fall to the ground, where he was safely detained.
• Firearms Officers attended to arrest a historically violent subject. Upon arrival, a non-Taser
Officer was seen struggling with the man who was swearing, actively resisting efforts to
be arrested. The man was stood with his chest out, shoulders back and fists clenched,
holding something in his hand. He was swearing and pulling his arms away from the
arresting Officer and he kept trying to get his left hand into his hoody pocket. The Officer
had managed to get a handcuff secured extremely loosely on the males right arm, but he
was still pulling with his arms. He was warned that his aggressive behaviour could result in
him being Tasered, but he continued to act aggressively and resist arrest. A Firearms Officer
took out his Taser and placed it in south carry and the male was warned again. The man
continued to actively resist arrest and due to this was illuminated with the red dot function
of the Taser. The male saw this and although was still verbally aggressive allowed handcuffs
to be applied. The DP was arrested without further incident.

Midlands force
• Caller reported an unknown subject in a children’s playground carrying a large bladed
weapon. STOs attend and deploy with ‘red dot’ on the male. Male successfully arrested and
was found to be possession of machete and other knives.

Midlands force
• Officers found subject extremely aggressive, making threats to stab officers. Officers were
also made aware that the subject had taken a large overdose of Wafarine, which was
described by paramedics as extremely dangerous and life threatening. A challenge was put
into the subject by a police dog handler and it resulted in the subject running at officers
armed with a large kitchen knife, swinging in a stabbing motion. The police dog was
released and was stabbed by the subject. Taser was deployed to affect the arrest and control
of the subject. The subject was handcuffed and taken into custody.
• On being told he was being evicted, male had barricaded himself in his room and was selfharming. On Police attendance they attempted to negotiate with him but he continued to
self-harm, cutting at his throat and wrists. A PSU shield team forced entry and the subject
was Tasered to prevent further harm. Deployment was successful and he was taken into
custody.
• Officers called to male causing disturbance, described as a huge 6Ft7” male, extremely
intoxicated and having depression. He had already caused damage in the kitchen, he was in
possession of a kitchen knife, and had an electrical cable into the bathroom and had locked
the door. He was not responding to officers outside the door and it sounded as if he was
reinforcing it from the inside. An enforcer was used to gain entry, as officers entered they
could see that he had been self-harming. On seeing the officers he began to draw the large
kitchen knife from left to right across the neck. The officer believed he was committing
suicide in front of him, stepped forward and Tasered him in the lower abdomen, to prevent
harm, which was successful.
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Urban force
• Assault and ongoing fighting within a group of males. Three males run away. After a
short foot chase two of the males stop and are detained. The third male continued and
was pursued by the reporting officer. Officer shouted ‘stop, police’ numerous times but
the male continued running. As the male approached a junction, approximately 10 metres
away he turned, raised his arms and began to take his coat off. Officer believe the male
and undressing to fight. Taser was drawn, red dot placed on male’s abdomen and a verbal
challenge put in, ‘look at your chest, red dot, Taser’. The male dropped his coat and raises his
hands in sign of surrender. Male detained and cuffed on the floor.

Scotland
• Officers stopped and exited their vehicle to speak with the male. At this the male drew a
3 inch bladed knife (Sgian-dubh) from his ankle area, slashed out at the officer striking him
to the left shoulder. The injured officer thereafter shouted a warning of ‘Knife’ and ‘Taser,
Taser,’ thereafter drew and discharged his Taser at the male striking him with both barbs.
This was ineffective. The second ARV officer moved into a position ensuring the safety of
passers-by and also drew and discharged his Taser at the subject striking him to the back
causing him to stumble and fall to the ground on top of the first injured officer. The subject
continued to struggle with the ARV officers striking the first officer with the knife on a
further 3 occasions to his shoulder. In an attempt to control the subject the second officer
used his Taser in ‘drive stun mode’ and compliance was obtained, the subject restrained and
handcuffed. The injured ARV officer was then conveyed to hospital by ambulance and the
scene was secured.
• Subject reported in possession of an air pistol, claw hammer and a large bayonet style knife.
The subject was threatening self-harm and stating his intention to be shot by police. He
made various statements to the informant about the pistol being a 9mm pistol and not
an air weapon. ARV was authorised and upon arrival subject had made his way into a
nearby static caravan where contact was made. On being challenged the subject looked
out from the caravan door but did not comply with the instructions given and pointed a
black handgun at police officers who then backed off. Officers continued with attempts
to engage the male and the subject then indicated that he was going to give himself up.
He was instructed to discard any weapons and at this time dropped a handgun onto the
ground. He could then be seen to have a large knife in his trouser belt and also threw
this onto the ground as instructed. As he was being talked out he failed to comply with
instructions and returned towards the weapons he had dropped. At this time Taser was
discharged and was effective; however, after the initial cycle, the subject was still aggressive,
and a second cycle was activated, which was effective and the subject was secured.
• Male directly outside the police station holding two large carving knives. Two ARVs deploy
immediately and approach the male. The male was seen to be in possession of two large
knives and adopted an aggressive stance. He then held one of the knives to his throat
holding the other in front of him. A Taser was drawn and the male was ‘red dotted’ by
police and compliance quickly gained from the male who discarded both knives and adopted
a kneeling position before being secured and searched. Subject was uninjured and has a
history of self-harm. Male stated he suffered from mental health issues once secured.

Northern force
• Officers called to dwelling house by mother of adult male with weapons, violent, mental
health, suicide and drugs markers, who was reported to be intoxicated with alcohol and
drugs and threatening suicide. He had smashed ornaments in the house and damaged the
walls. Male rushed at police with a knife before a stand-off ensued in the kitchen - male still
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with knife continued to threaten suicide and went to pick the knife up - Taser discharged
and the subject controlled and disarmed.
• Armed police attended report from Community Psychiatric Nurse that a male subject was
outside having armed himself with two knives, a wooden shield with nails protruding
through it and had protected himself with motorcycle leathers with other clothing stuffed
down the jacket and was wearing a motorcycle crash helmet. He waited for police to arrive,
was contained outside on the grassed area and a stand-off ensued. Negotiation failed. As
the subject moved towards armed officers a number of attenuating energy projectiles (AEP
- also known as baton rounds) were discharged as well as two Taser cartridges but had no
effect due to the padded jacket - however the jacket subsequently fell open as Taser was
discharged a third time, the barbs passed through and were effective in incapacitating the
subject without the need to discharge a conventional firearm.

Northern force
• Patrols called to the address where male was holding his partner against her will. On
arrival at address the subject was aggressive towards officers threatening violence. The
male subject was described as muscular and had kickboxing knowledge. Subject was also
believed to be in possession of knives. Patrols entered the flat, subject went to attack
officers and was sprayed with PAVA. This was not fully effective and a physical struggle
began. Taser officers positioned themselves to the rear of the subject and deployed the
device. The Taser achieved incapacitation of the subject, who was detained and treated for
barb removal at hospital and minor abrasions from the physical contact.

Northern force
• Taser officers attended a report of a male making threats to others, including paramedics,
to stab them with a knife. The male was located. On Police contact the male produced a
broken glass bottle and charged towards the officers aggressively. One officer aimed and
discharged Taser towards the subject causing immediate incapacitation. The subject was
disarmed and arrested as a result. The subject suffered no further injury other than from the
barbs and no police or public were harmed by the subject.
• Male making threats to kill his partner. Officers carrying Taser located the male subject
restraining the victim, holding her in a half nelson choke hold whilst holding a knife to
her neck making threats to kill her. Officers drew Taser and attempted to negotiate with
the male to release the victim. Negotiations did not progress well. Due to the seriousness
and immediacy of the threat officers fired Taser once. It caused immediate incapacitation
allowing officers to disarm him and free the victim.
• Male posted photos on facebook of him holding a 10 inch knife to his throat making
threats to self-harm. Upon officers approaching the male, he produced 10” kitchen knife
and started to hold this to his throat and threaten self-harm. The officers have withdrawn
identifying him as being emotionally and mentally disturbed, giving him space and started
negotiations. A Taser Authority was granted and STOs have travelled to the scene. Whilst
the officers have been negotiating with the subject, he has started to rev the engine and
then rammed police vehicles before alighting the car still in possession of the knife. The
subject initially held the knife to his throat threatening self-harm, before bringing the knife
down from his throat, pointing it at the officers and approaching them. STOs shouted three
warnings telling the subject to put the knife down and as he failed to do so and was posing
an immediate threat Taser was discharged once. The use was effective and incapacitated
the subject. The effective use has prevented injury being caused to any persons present.
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Northern force
• Officers attended the report of a male who was in possession of a rifle. The male had already
fired the weapon at police car tyres. It could not confirmed whether the weapon was an
air rifle or conventional rifle. A search by armed officers located him in a small shopping
precinct that was busy with evening shoppers. The weapon was carried by the male in
a holdall as it could be seen by the officers. When verbally challenged the male reached
towards the weapon. Taser was fired virtually immediately to prevent a situation where the
officers may have had to discharge firearms. No persons were harmed.

Northern force
• Fight in the street. Officers located a male with knife injuries inside a house and then sight
another male coming from the kitchen, in possession of a knife. Officers followed him into
the garden. The male did not drop the knife and picked up a pole which he used to hit the
window of the neighbouring house. Despite clear instructions the male did not drop the
weapons and Taser was fired and mitigated the threat posed.
• A report was received that a male at an address was self-harming with a knife. District STOs
attended. On arrival the male was armed with a knife and presented a significant threat to
himself and the officers. Taser was fired and this was effective and enabled the officers to
disarm the subject and detain him without further issue.
• Male stating that he was drunk, feeling suicidal, armed with a glass bottle and wanted to
hurt other people. CCTV located male, Tasers authorised. On arrival, the male was noncompliant and holding a broken bottle to his own neck. He started to self-harm with the
broken glass, drawing blood. Taser was fired and effective in gaining control of the male
who was prevented from causing further serious harm to himself.
• Call from a member of the public reporting an ongoing burglary. An ARV attended as a
conventional resource and on arrival reported that there were persons inside the house.
Entry was made to the address by the AFO who was faced with a male who ran at him
armed with a cricket bat. The officer discharged Taser which was effective in disarming the
male. The male was arrested for burglary.

Welsh force
• “The subject opened the door and I could see he had hold of large wooden bat and a large
carving knife. One in each hand. I selected the Taser to fire and pointed the Taser at the
subject shining the red dot on his chest. The subject was given commands to drop the knife
and bat. The subject complied with the requests”. The subject was then handcuffed to the
rear stack and arrested.
• There had been a serious assault whereby a male was slashed with an unknown item or
weapon, the injuries were life threatening. CCTV identified a possible offender. Officers
have called for urgent assistance as they sighted a male matching the description. Taser
officers attended and gained entry via the front door and due to the information known and
the level of injury and assault to the victim, the officer drew his Taser. The male who ran
from police was stood in the hallway of the property and officer red dotted him instructing
him to get on the ground. The male complied and was arrested.
• Officers were called following reports a male was in possession of a knife and that he had
made threats to his father. The male told his father he was going to stab him and was
waving the knife in his direction. Upon police arrival the male came rushing out of the
address. Officers drew Taser and red dotted the male, giving clear instructions to go on his
knees to which he did. The male was safely placed into handcuffs to the rear.
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Southern force
• In a small village, a male in possession of two knives, an axe and a chain saw threatened
officers. He told a member of the public that he intended to saw an officer in half with the
chain saw. He started the chain saw and was walking in the main road, with members of
the public present. Unarmed officers became trapped in the area and the male ran at them
swinging the axe. One officer Tasered the male, who was safely arrested without injuries to
the public or officers and only minor injuries from the fall to the subject. It is perhaps lucky
that the officers happened to be carrying Taser, perhaps the only viable alternative would
have been to strike him with their police van.
• Sea-side town, male being aggressive to ambulance crew. On initial assessment, the incident
did not require a Taser, however coincidentally one of the officers attending was carrying a
Taser. Upon arrival the male offender assaulted an officer, holding him tight around the neck
against a wall, attempting to strangle him whilst continually kicking him in the legs, while
two other men held the officer down. The other officer present fired her Taser to safely and
promptly arrest the offender.
• Code zero from officers in a city. Upon arriving at a domestic, a male emerged from the
house with two knives held about his head, shouting “F*ing come on then” to police
officers. Luckily, one had a Taser and drew it, placing the male under the red dot. The male
dropped his weapons and gave himself up. Taser was not fired and there were no injuries
caused. The male deliberately approached police officers threatening them with knives but
only changed his behaviour when he saw a Taser.
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Appendix N - PFEW Public Taser Survey
https://www.ipsos.com/sites/default/files/migrations/en-uk/files/Assets/Docs/Polls/attitudestowards-tasers-topline.pdf
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Appendix O - Devon and Cornwall Public Taser Survey
Taser2016

Taser Consultation
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Taser Consultation
This report was generated on 01/09/16. Overall 1196 respondents completed this
questionnaire.
The report has been filtered to show the responses for 'All Respondents'.
The following charts are restricted to the top 12 codes. Lists are restricted to the most recent
100 rows.
Are you aware of what a Taser is?
100%

Yes (1178)
No (-)

Are you aware of the following methods of force that Devon & Cornwall Police are able
to use...? (Taser)
97%

Yes (1141)
No (36)

3%

Are you aware of the following methods of force that Devon & Cornwall Police are able
to use...? (Baton)
98%

Yes (1148)
No (30)

3%

Are you aware of the following methods of force that Devon & Cornwall Police are able
to use...? (PAVA spray (Pepper spray))
96%

Yes (1128)
No (46)

4%

Are you aware of the following methods of force that Devon & Cornwall Police are able
to use...? (Firearm (Gun))
94%

Yes (1095)
No (76)

Snap

7%

snapsurveys.com
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Do you support Devon & Cornwall Police having the following methods of force
available to them? (Taser)
96%

Yes (1130)
No (53)

5%

Do you support Devon & Cornwall Police having the following methods of force
available to them? (Baton)
97%

Yes (1146)
No (33)

3%

Do you support Devon & Cornwall Police having the following methods of force
available to them? (PAVA spray (Pepper spray))
97%

Yes (1148)
No (31)

3%

Do you support Devon & Cornwall Police having the following methods of force
available to them? (Firearm (Gun))
93%

Yes (1085)
No (82)

7%

In the following situations, how justified or unjustified do you think Devon & Cornwall
Police using Tasers would be: (Someone behaving violently)
Always justified (646)
Justified in some circumstances (506)

55%
43%

Never justified (28) 2%
Don't know (1) 0%

Snap
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In the following situations, how justified or unjustified do you think Devon & Cornwall
Police using Tasers would be: (Someone suspected of carrying a weapon)
Always justified (689)

58%

Justified in some circumstances (450)
Never justified (39)

38%
3%

Don't know (4) 0%

In the following situations, how justified or unjustified do you think Devon & Cornwall
Police using Tasers would be: (A burglar fleeing the scene of a crime)
Always justified (304)

26%

Justified in some circumstances (648)

55%
18%

Never justified (209)
Don't know (17) 1%

In the following situations, how justified or unjustified do you think Devon & Cornwall
Police using Tasers would be: (Someone resisting arrest)
Always justified (412)

35%

Justified in some circumstances (670)
Never justified (89)

57%
8%

Don't know (4) 0%

In the following situations, how justified or unjustified do you think Devon & Cornwall
Police using Tasers would be: (Someone threatening lethal harm to themself)
Always justified (593)

50%

Justified in some circumstances (468)
Never justified (88)

40%
8%

Don't know (31) 3%
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If you saw an officer wearing a Taser would you feel safer or less safe?
A lot safer (693)

59%

A little safer (161)

14%

No different (238)
A little less safe (31)
A lot less safe (48)

20%
3%
4%

Don't know (8) 1%

Do you feel your confidence in the police would change if you saw more officers
carrying a Taser?
Yes, I'd be more confident (751)

64%

Yes, I'd be less confident (74)

6%

No change in confidence (355)

30%

How concerned or not would you feel if you saw more officers carrying Tasers?
Very concerned (61)

5%

Fairly concerned (54)

5%

Neither concerned or not (184)

16%

Not concerned (877)

74%

Don't know (5) 0%

Why do you say that?
Why do you say that?
They help officers stay safe and protect the public from criminals.
Adequate training and use equals greater public safety and confidence
WANT MY POLICE TO HAVE THE BEST EQUIPMENT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO PROTECT
ME, MY FAMILY AND EVERYONE ELSE AS WELL AS THE POLICE THEMSELVES. I DONT WANT
A SITUATION WHERE POLICE END UP RUNNING AWAY FROM DANGEROUS PEOPLE, JUST
GIVE ALL POLICE TASER AND STOP DRAGGING YOUR FEET OVER THIS ISSUE BEFORE
SOMEBODY GETS KILLED, ITS ONLY A MATTER OF TIME WITH WAY THINGS ARE GOING.
Times have changed and the police need to change to keep up
It is entirely a matter for the police what equipment they issue officers as long as it is within the law
and subject to justification by a rigorous risk assessment.
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Why do you say that?
Why do you say that?
I believe officers should be adequately equipped to protect the public.
Officers are well trained in the use of force / self defence etc....
No different to a baton or pepper spray
As an ex-firearms authorised officer I'm not convinced that the selection process for training & carrying
Tasers will be rigorous enough.
I would worry that younger people would think twice before approaching a police officer to report
something suspicious
I would be reassured that the police officer is able to deal with bigger threats against both himself and
the public.
Taser needed...officers need to be able to be able to protect themselves
I have no concerns that a Police Officer would abuse their power of the use of Taser. I would feel more
concerned if I saw an officer with a Taser device and would question whether they could fully protect
the public and themselves in a violent confrontation.
It's part of a uniform and is needed for the police officer to perform there job correctly.
I believe this is long overdue.
N/A
Carrying any form of weapon is deemed to be threatening behaviour so no difference here
i) It reflects an acute lack of experienced police officers available and able to respond appropriately ii)
If it's there then there is more likelyhood that it will be used iii) The wearing of and option for using
weapons minimises the human nature and the art of communication iv) It risks the escalation of the
use of weapons on both sides
We have a growing violent population communities need protecting police need to have the tools
available to them to use appropriately
Because I think the police would use them willy nilly, bravado etc
I feel the level of violence towards police is unacceptable, this is somones job, and they deserve to be
treated as others are and respected, zero tolernce is needed
Providing adequate and ongoing training is given, there should be no need for concern. Officers need
a non lethal weapon to protect themselves and the public
I don't break the law or cause unrest, don't drink or drive, and I have respect for police officers as they
are doing a tough job. They are the authority, as a member of the public it is my civil duty to comply
with officers of the law.
Because they are trained to use it
The use of a taser is being put forward as a means to overcome someone. But the officer should not
be in the position of having to rely on it but should have colleagues present to help him. This is all
about undermanning
We have the best Police Force in the World, we are routinely unarmed (apart from AE Police and
PSNI) The firearms training in Devon and Cornwall is right up with the best for Police Forces in the UK,
Taser armed officers would get some of the best training in the World.
I think all officers should carry tasters for both theirs and the publics safety
Taser is just another piece of police equipment, it wouldn't bother me to see more of them.
As only experienced and evaluated officers will be trained there is nothing to be concerned about.
Those doing nothing wrong have nothing to worry about and those that are doing take their chances.
In these troubled times, I feel the police should be protected in the difficult job they do protecting us.
Police officers must be able to protect themselves and the public . Assults on police must be reduced
you all do a great job as the police show great restaurant before they use taser I fully support the
police
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Why do you say that?
Why do you say that?
Officers should be accountable for their actions and be properly trained in the use of any equipment
they use.
Because some areas are very rural and support for them can be far away. They need that extra tool.
They need the tools to do the job and I'm confident they would be well trained.
Because it is an option that with training I believe would be used in circumstances where it is justified
Wife of a retired police office and A&E nurse
All police should carry taser...to protect themselves and the public.
Training and integrity should ensure correct use of Tasers.
The more officers that carry Tasers, the more likely it is that people will be subjected to their use.
Taser is better than baton or cs/pava and violent people can't overcome involuntary muscle reactions
to taser unlike other non-lethal means
I wouldn't feel concerned about officers carrying taser. officer face difficult situation and it is the only
form of protection they have sometimes. every police officer and some sprecials should carry taser.
Because of incidents where they have been used to bully innocents
I've seen plenty of situations where a taser could of helped, but I've also see officers on power trips
pushing people to the point when a tazer might have to be used, i would rather those officers not be
officers, let alone armed ones, and I have seen officers skilled to talk down and verbally without
threatening control very difficult situations, who would rarely need to use a tazer. These are the
officers I want on my streets with tazers as a last resort backup.
The implication is that an officer carrying a Taser may use it (obviously). The circumstances under
which it may be used are unknown to me - and down to officers' judgment. A recent incident involving
a Taser reported in the news, led to the tasered man dying. It certainly gives grounds for concern
when someone is killed by a taser.
I trust officers to use Tasers appropriately, and hope Tasers will mean less need to use firearms.
A Taser gives the officer additional options in certain situations allowing him/her to do a better job of
protecting themselves and the public.
It will ultimately keep us safer!!
With budget cuts, I am concerned that training would not be carried out properly - resulting in
unnecessary or improper use of taser (which let us remember are potentially lethal)
They would have the correct equipment for serious situations.
If they are trained in the correct policy and procedure there are no concerns.
because its their job to protect people. all of them should carrying taser and firearm
Because Officers carrying Tasers are trained to a high standard.
I am aware of some of the threats that the Police face so I support them in having the tools to protect
themselves and other members of public including offenders. It is a shame that overt weapons or
protective devices are needed but I would feel more confident in Police ability to respond to expected
threats if I know they have the required kit. So it would not concern me about seeing the taser
although if does concern me that society needs it.
Spray, taser and gun are all part of fire arms act, and therefore ought to be grouped together in this
survey. "It�s important that the police use force that is appropriate to the risk a violent person poses
to the public or officers themselves. I know: I spent 30 years policing the streets of London. We are
very fortunate in Britain to have policing that rests on the cornerstone of consent, in which our officers
patrol without carrying arms. Consequently, officers appear as equal partners with the public, as
opposed to being perceived as an occupying force"
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/feb/11/police-officers-tasers-militarisation-policefederation
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Why do you say that?
Why do you say that?
Policing in The UK has always been by consent, the overt carrying of any weapon by a Constable
tends to undermine this important principle.
Very rarely see an officer on the street
For too long, British police officers have not had any effective less-lethal weapons at their disposal.
Pepper spray is unreliable due to it being affected by wind, etc. and can have undesired effects.
Batons and nightsticks can break bones etc.The arrival of the Taser should be seen by the local
community as an effective tool against the war against crime.Keeping law abiding citizens safe while
still striking fear in the hearts of criminals, who don't want a buzz of 50,000 Volts.
provided the officers are all well trained I feel that it would act as a deterrent toward those who wish to
break the law
Concerned that it is necessary but re-assured by their presence.
I dont have a strong view on them carrying tasers
Police are brutal. Any officer who applies to carry a taster is on a power trip
Because Police have a difficult job,they are our first line of defence against law breakers and tasers
are an extra level of support for our police force.
I would feel safer.
I feel that as police officers particularly ladies have to attend crime scenes alone, this is absolutely
essential.
I know the police have a tendency to use excessive force.
It suggest that either our community is becomcing less afe or thjat the polcie have become less able to
manage difficult situiations. It could also be counter productive for a Force that is trying to engage with
the commnity and instill values of non-violence
Officers need not only protect themselves but the public. Also instead of maybe 6 officers restraining a
person it might be handle by less officers.
Because I am a law abiding person who sees the need for more prevention of crime. I think the
criminals need to know that bad behaviour will be dealt with we are in a situation where there are no
deterrents and innocent people suffer as victims of crime because the law is too soft in them. I worked
for victim support and am now a trainee counsellor/therapist s there are so many people seriously
affected by violent and dangerous people who commit crine and just get away with ur as the the
police/judicial system is practically powerless
My concerns are based with poor individual choices as opposed to processes.
Although I have checked 'Fairly concerned', the category I would best describe myself in would be 'A
little more concerned'. We already read of the (admittedly) very occasional instances of police being
heavy handed and I would be concerned about tazers being used in these circumstances
inappropriately. Therefore in Q9 I would have chosen a category of "I would like to see a trial over a 2
year period to gauge if tazers had been used inappropriately" so I think this questionnaire is slightly
biased in favour of the public giving their support.
Because the Taser is only there as a last resort hopefully and they would only use if the Officer
thought it was required at the time.
I trust them to only use it on those deserving of it, and not the everyday person going about their
business.
It's just another tool for the police to have at their disposal.
The taser can be lethal as was shown recently with the death in County Durham. Arming more officers
with these will inevitably lead to a death at some point. If a criminal expects to be confronted by a taser
armed officer he is more likely to carry a firearm
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Why do you say that?
Why do you say that?
There are a reduction in officers, which concerns me. But if remaining officers are tazer trained and
able to handle potentially violent situations more efficiently then I'm satisfied that the existing officers
are as capable, if not more, than those collectively employed by the force prior.
I simply do not accept that all officers will only use gazers ppripriately. They can be lethal and have
been misused far too often. It is a matter of great concern that diversity practices have left most forces
with many officers who cannot defend themselves without resorting to arms of some sort. Like it or not,
the lack of 'presence' of officers has led to a police force and not a police service
I would not be concerned as I am aware of the rigorous selection and training of those officers,
knowing they are only used when there is no other option. I feel in modern policing they are vital in
keeping the public and police safe.
The training and dedication of individual officers would ensure that such devices are only deployed and
used when the need is there
Everything possible should be done to protect our Police Officers.
people causing problems or resisting The Police.

They would only be used on those

Because of my level of trust in officers' training, aptitude and approach
In these times of Police cuts Officers require all the protection they can get and the taser will be a
great deterant to any offender.
A policeman cannot tell if a person has a heart condition or a medical problem. I understand police
have to have protection but laser guns and firearms are not the way to see problems America has got.
The tasers are there to protect us. Seeing more police with tasers may make me feel concerned that
the risk of crimes is higher yet it also means officers will be more prepared.
Deterrent to criminals therefore I would feel safer
There are too many corrupt and bullying officers dealing with the public. There are also too many
'frightened' officers. Corruption, bullying and fear will all play a part in pulling the trigger of a taser.
With the widespread use of CCTV and mobile phone video, we see too many cases of shocking police
brutality, where officers use excessive, and, sometimes, life-threatening force. Worrying is that the
police may use a taser to punish complainers of police misconduct, as opposed to punishing via
current (less life-threatening) methods.
I think that the police should carry tasers in order to take control in a serious situation.
I watched an officer in our main street wearing a Taser outside a flat he was about to enter with other
people. I believe one of them wanted to gain entry and was afraid of the occupant's reaction. The
officer was wearing the Taser like a ' film' cowboy wears a gun holster and he was reassuring the
people they had nothing to fear as he had, I don't think he used the word Taser but used some other
colloquialism for it and tapped his holster several times with a big smile. The fact is if an officer
carries such a weapon he is more likely to use it than to adopt a non confrontation approach which
has been the model for the last 200 years - if more officers are armed expect more complaints and
civil damage claims. Has that been costed ? More coal face working hours will be lost to training the
officers and keeping them to a certain standard. Has that been costed? The lost of confidence is
unquantifiable. You are raising the bar.
the taser works as an excellent deterrent even when holstered. I think it would reduce violent crimes
against police and members of public.
Sadly, they are a feature of modern life. I would prefer the former state, i.e. truncheon only and then
carried only occasionally, but that cannot be. Life has moved on. Question 9 below needs a category
between a lot and little. Say, a fair amount of trust.
They are well trained and would use other methods of persuasion first, but if officers themselves felt
safer at work then I don't have an issue. Being related to an officer I know the daily abuse the police
have to face from the public. Plus working in the public services myself know the burden of
accountability and paperwork involved if something does not go according to plan! Carrying a taser
does not increase/ decrease my concern.
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Why do you say that?
Why do you say that?
What's changed ? The confrontational incidents that occur to-day to which police are called are the
same that have been happening for eons. Previous police generations were able to respond, in most
cases without over reacting and often without back up. That was the norm and it ensured that public
opinion and sympathy were on their side. But I recognise that some where along the way the police
officers are gradually losing their aura, authority, their communication skills and public support.
Increase in tasers = increase in violent crime ! ! !
Taser is just another self - defense tool
Because it would be a deterant
I would expect it more in the urban areas
Oh I don't know !
Just part of equipment
It would be for protection of the police and the public
Officers are trained in how to use the tasers safely and not harm the public
I trust police training

How much trust or not do you have that the police would use Tasers appropriately?
A lot of trust (1002)

85%

A little trust (99)
No trust (62)

8%
5%

Don't know (16) 1%

How strongly do you agree or disagree that more Police Officers within Devon &
Cornwall should carry a Taser?
Strongly agree (874)

74%

Agree (175)

15%

Neither agree nor disagree (44)

4%

Disagree (34)

3%

Strongly disagree (48)

4%

Don't know (5) 0%
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on Police officers within Devon
& Cornwall Police carrying Tasers please do so here
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
I would like to see it as soon as possible ,
Good job.
All officers should carry Tasers in this day and age because alot more people go around armed. They
not only have to protect the general public but also themselves. Your job is dangerous enough so
anything to make it a little safer
there are limited circumstances the use of tasers is appropriate and I wouldn't like to see them carried
routinely
When I was young police officers were respected and listened to. They have a really hard and
sometimes thankless job. Back in the day they wouldn't have needed tazers but with society changing
so should the way they are policed. there will be bad apples in the force as there are in every position
but I still have trust in the police for them to do the right thing. only people who are going to break the
law should have concerns over tazers and in my eyes they can't complain. For every wrong move
there is a concequence
Just please make sure those carrying the tasers are fully qualified and take care and shout warnings
to all in case they have a heart complaint etc.
I would like to think that tasers were used appropriately. I have heard of the odd instance when this
doesn't appear to be the case. I would have thought all carry, especially out and about in the
community, but would worry some officers would use this as an easy alternative.
It must really relate to need: if officers need to carry them to protect themselves or us then that's fair.
Carrying weapons does indicate a need for them so will give a sense of greater threat in the
community - if officers are 'armed', there must be a reason. So, there's likely to be a feeling of less
safety (ironically?) And there is always the chance of escalation: each side carries more weapons.
But many of us appreciate that police officers deal with all sorts of difficult behaviours. So, promoting
the context would be important, as was done at the start of this survey (specially trained and selected
officers etc). ie Publicity is important.
I feel strongly that since the cutbacks there is not always back up for some officers facing situations
where it could be volatile. Having a taser would give them confidence.
Training would be essential as would clear guidelines or taser usage. Would worry someone with
learning disabilities or Autism may be tasered through reacting differently to a situation by officers who
do not understand people with differing needs and abilities. Also feel that officers should be able to
protect themselves as you don't know what offenders are carrying/using themselves.
There will always be the occasional mistaken incident but I would rather have those on the wrong side
of the law receive a little discomfort to protect the silent majority. Ignore the noisy few who probably
claim it is a breach of their Human Rights. I want to feel safe and reassured.
presumably this would include special constables too
If police officers are using tasers CORRECTLY, then I am all for promoting of policemen/women
carrying them.
As long as they are only used when needed I can't see a problem with it. If anyone uses them wrongly
there should be some sort of punishment.
Kivaa, että Pohjolan prinsessat kiinnostaa. Ilahdun aina, jos tietokirja herättää kiinnostusta, koska
jotenkin kuvittelen, että &quot;pitää&quot; kirjoittaa vain kasajkiroallisuudeutn. Yritän siis lukea
Pohjolan prinsessat pian.Ja Hanna, sulla vasta hurja lukuvauhti on. Ihailen ja kadehdin!
I think it is more likely that a female Police Officer would use a Taser than a male Police Officer
because they haven't got the physical strength to control a large belligerent male.
It is irresponsible to not issue Tasers to ALL officers.
Officer and public safety is paramount and if they can be provided with such a vital piece of
equipment, they can prevent injuries to members of the public, the suspects and officers themselves.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on Police officers within Devon
& Cornwall Police carrying Tasers please do so here
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
I think that given the huge rise in taser use this idea should be put on hold. Crime in Devon and
Cornwall is relatively low, and therefore this is an over-reaction to a slight rise in crime figures.
Investment should be made in officer numbers and not be increasing the level of fear and distrust in
the existing officers.
Police officers need to be protected at all times violence in 2016 is on the increase.
I want every single taser carrying officer trained, monitored and retrained as necessary.
Certainly a good thing, so long as officers pass scenario based assessments to the same standards of
AFO's for taser use.
I would rather be restrained by the use of a taser than being hit with a baton breaking bones or
sprayed by pepper spray causing difficuty in breathing and eye damage
Great tool is many circumstances and increases officer protection.
Instead of only allowing a third of all officers to carry tasers, it should become standard equipment.
With violence on the rise, a member of the public shouldn't have to hope that the officer responding to
them is carrying a taser - it should be normal.
If this policy is carried through, I will consult with legal advisers in due course as to the possibility of a
judicial review.
Better to have one and not need it, than to need one and not have it.
Don't make it about cost. If it stops one person getting badly hurt then it's worth it.
In the current climate I believe Taser is a necessity for all front line officers due to the dangers they
face on a daily basis.
They are doing a wonderful job with dwindling resources and support should be given by the public,
the police force and the government
When it says police officers I would like to hope it includes special constables I know a lot of them and
they should have access to the safety equipment as well as they face the same dangers
Thank you for the excellent hard work you carry out every day. It often goes unappreciated but you all
do an excellent job.
Taser is an important tool. I've done my research on them. Batons are technically more dangerous
than a taser. I think even as a criminal, you would prefer to feel 5 seconds of pain rather than life
changing injuries. Taser videos have been posted everywhere (being used by UK police) and each
time taser has done the job and it has been executed perfectly. But then again, when you watch more
police videos (UK police) with officers whom don't carry taser, they struggle with a criminal for minutes
on end and sometimes being on the lower hand, they then shout and ask for assistance. It's just not
fair. Last but not least, criminals don't need authority to carry tasers but I've seen plenty of phone
tasers etc. It has now become imperative that polic carry this weapon. I personally would love to see
every officer with taser but one step at a time !
All front line officers should carry Taser if they want to.
Police Officers should be routinely trained to carry tasers and other firearms. Taser use should be
routine by the officers choosing. Firearm use by an extended group of trained officer should be
mandated by SMT's should a suitable situation arise.
All front line officers should have this as an option
Give all front line officers the option of carrying a taser in order to prevent injury, preserve life and limb
and reduce the wait for a taser at incidents where it's required. Training could be incorporated into
standard officer safety training
A superb force of men and women , doing a thankless task but without them, we would be lost
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on Police officers within Devon
& Cornwall Police carrying Tasers please do so here
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
Peelian principles state that Police Forces should not pander to public opinion. TASERs are safer for
both officer and subject and are an additional tactical option. I am aware that amnesty international,
the media and other organisations constantly harp on about them as "deadly stun guns" but it should
not be forgotten that terrorism threat levels are going up. Violence against officers is going up (with it
being reported today that Leicestershire Police have had a 10% increase in officer assault compared
to last year) whilst officer numbers are falling.
All officers should be encouraged and rewarded for carrying tasers. They strengthen resilience and act
as a powerful deterrent against harm. If officers are effectively and correctly trained in their use and
also supporting methods of de-escalation training they will be a huge asset to the force. I would rather
see an officer on patrol with a taser than one without; knowing that the officer in question has taken on
the responsibility of carrying that device, than an officer without one who gets into a life threatening
situation unable to rectify it.
All officers should carry them.
I also have concerns that more tasers could possibly be used inappropriately, for instance an asperger
teen having a meltdown (they need time & calm, not a violent shock), that an innocent person could
get caught up in it, perhaps a group fighting, a person tries to leave, gets singled out. More
importantly gaving them as routine is admitting failure yet D&C police are fantastic at bith preventing &
dealing with crime. Yes Tasers have a place and are preferable to firearms but the police haven't lost
so much control they need more than a back up response or occasional officer with one.
Every officer should have taser. They protect front line officers and increase public trust and
confidence. They also ensure that the health and safety at work act is fully complied with by ensure
that everything that can be done to protect officers and the public from harm is being done.
I think every available option to the men and women on the front line should be provided. If our officers
were to suffer injuries in situations where it could have been avoided with intervention of taser would
be a disgrace.
police, along with other professionals make mistakes everyday and just say sorry for getting it wrong.
but sorry isnt good enough if you injure or kill an innocent person or someone committing a minor
crime
Tasers reduce the use of force. People don't want to be tasered and just the sight of a taser being
overtly carried changes the dimension of the suspect-officer relationship
I find it strange this discussion is being had with the public, as they have little to no knowledge about
what officers do on a day to day basis.
These weapons are potentially lethal to a person with a chronic illness and should only be used under
the same rules as any other lethal weapon and should also require the same training as a fire arms
officer gets.
More support from the Chief Constable in voicing concerns about public complaints and subsequent
IPCC investigations is definitely required. The system needs overhauling, otherwise tasers will not be
used when they should for fear of reprisal by the officer using them. If an incident were to happen in
Industry, the investigation is focussed and completed ASAP, and not dragged on for years. This
concern is real. Ask the Officers. So bear this in mind when training and advising the public. Too many
mobile phones take too many pics of officers these days.
The police need to be supported strongly by their superiors and so long as tasters are used correctly
the officers should not have to constantly put under long winded investigations all should be dealt with
promptly.
This consultation is ridiculous and unnecessary. Senior officers are paid a lot of money to make these
judgements on our behalf - just get on with it and make a decision and don't let down the hard pressed
staff on the front line and the public they are trying to protect.
I refer you back to my earlier comment. In the drive to increase the number of officers carrying Tasers
(and firearms) I feel that standards of selection and training are dropping below an acceptable level.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on Police officers within Devon
& Cornwall Police carrying Tasers please do so here
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
As long as training is rigorous and officers have sufficient experience in dealing with the local
community, I would feel confident
Given the decreasing numbers of police officers, carrying a Taser on a trained officer will not only give
the officer safety but also those they are working for.
I think that if more Tasers are carried they will be used more as there has been a 51% increase in
Taser use between 2010 and 2014 and I am concerned about some of the inappropriate use I have
read about in the press, including locally.
Just don't issue them to the PCSOs!!!
Although nowhere near as dangerous as guns the messag is similar, they intiimidate people, cause
greater retaliation, encourage self defense and give police an easy option
Emply significantly more police officers who have the ability and the capacity to build relationships in
communities and can work WITH communities to prevent crime rather than simply relying on reactive
interventions.
Providing adequate and ongoing training is given, it is a positive move to subdue offenders and protect
the public.
In an age where guns and crime is more prolific. It is unreasonable to expect police officers to patrol
our streets and suburbs unarmed.
I'd like to hope when you say police officers you include special constables and not just paid officers
as they face the same potential safety risks as a paid officer and in my view all police officers are the
same regardless of pay
We need more officers to be able to back each other up not rely on equipment which can fail.
They do a great job to protect the public they must also be able to protect themselves. I fully support
the police in my view all police officers should be able to carry taser.
I believe it should now be a standard issue piece of equipment for all police officers.
Tasers would be more appropriate than use of Firearms in many cases, and would allow Police
Officers to protect themselves and do their job.
Carrying and use of Tasers should be limited to Firearms trained officers, or Officers at Sgt rank and
above due to the level of risk it poses to the MOP, and due to the impact it has on public perceptions
of Police.
Please have all front line PC to carry taser asap
in current situations of reduced number of officers, police should be able to carry taser as well as other
items for protection. quite often you only see one police officer and they could face numerous people
to control a situation/incident, officers need to be protected more.
Remember the laws of this country come under the 1689, bills of rights act. This act protects the
people against repression, and permits the public to be equally as armed as their oppressors. Use
tazers to control villains as a last resort for officer or public safety and I have no issue. Use it to
oppress the public, by power hungry officers, and expect to see issues from the public as they defend
their right not to be oppressed.
The Taser is a highly visible. Often simply the act of drawing it will defuse a situation and allow the
officer to take control of the individual.
Either all officers should be trained in taser use or none should be. The idea of arming a portion of
Police Officers with tasers results in those who are unarmed potentially being considered as less of a
threat and therefore more liable to be harmed by those who act that way.
Why just a review in tazers and not firearms, other equipment
Obviously not every officer is ij a role that requires it but most in an operational role should have
access to it even if another officer provides that support
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on Police officers within Devon
& Cornwall Police carrying Tasers please do so here
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/feb/11/police-officers-tasers-militarisation-policefederation
The carrying of the taser is I feel, a reaction to the dumbing down and lowering of important
recruitment standards which in the past would have never been tolerated by society. How can the
general public have confidence in the Force if the constables employed are diminutive, unable to
physically carry put their duties without resort to a dangerous weapon such as the taser. Using an
electronic device on members of the public is a short step to the carrying and use of firearms by , let's
face it, individuals who in the majority of cases are unsuited by personality and training to undertake
such a task. I would support the use of disabling technologies by constables in the last resort if the
training given for their use was on the same level as the intensive training given to the Infantry in Her
Majesty's ArmedForces. The question of universal use of the taser is a direct result of the introduction
of political correctness into the area of Uk Policing.
Quite frankly I'm not really concerned about officers being armed with Tasers at all. I am strongly in
favour of all officers being properly and well trained in the use of firearms and armed with a side arm,
Glock, or similar, at all times.
For too long, British police officers have not had any effective less-lethal weapons at their disposal.
Pepper spray is unreliable due to it being affected by wind, etc. and can have undesired effects.
Batons and nightsticks can break bones etc. The arrival of the Taser should be seen by the local
community as an effective tool against the war against crime.Keeping law abiding citizens safe while
still striking fear in the hearts of criminals, who don't want a buzz of 50,000 Volts!
Being able yo protect the public and themselves.
I would say arm the officers it would make the criminal think twice about confronting the officers
Taser are an excellent short sharp deterrent tool that should be available to every EXPERIENCED
police officer. To stop criminal acts I their tracks, at the time they happen. Which also prevents the
volatile situation escalating further. To taser someone does not cause long term efffect and is
therefore NECESSARY to be used as a way to prevent the given situation escalating
An individual officers use is supported by process and not necessarily in ublics interest.
I would have liked to see more comment boxes so that people could elaborate on their answers as
some of the options are too cut and dried with resultant options being either for the police or anti the
police and will not reflect their true feelings. Therefore I think this questionnaire is slightly biased in
favour of the public giving their support.
I believe all officers should have Taser for their own protection against the very small minority who
wish harm to police officers. However, they should only use it when absolutely necessary.
The issuing of tasers to more officers will lead to a deterioration of public/police relations. An officer
wearing a taser represents the possible use of force against the public. As the taser in not supposed to
kill (debatable) it will be used by officers in situations where other methods would be more productive.
It is corrosive to public/police relations.
The tazer, in my opinion and with the statistics I've seen myself, seems a less lethal and more
effective option than the baton. Of course batons are likely still required. But over time this could see
policing evolve to be tazer reliant (such as using it's visual appearence or just pointing it to have the
same affect as previousing discharging PAVA or a baton). Which I think makes the tazer a better and
more efficient alternative.
I believe that ALL Police officers, including Special Constabulary, should be trained and equipped with
Tasers. No officer can predict when the need for such a device will arise in the same way they can not
predict when a baton or spray will be required. The span of time that is required for back-up to be
called and arrive is not just a few minutes (as in central London or other high-profile Policing areas)
and there would never be any grantee that supporting officers were Taser equipped or available.
A step in the right direction to enable the Police to perform their duties so making the area more law
abiding.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on Police officers within Devon
& Cornwall Police carrying Tasers please do so here
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
Given staffing levels, I think it would be sensible to ensure that Response officers, particularly singlecrews, should have access to this.
I am a female living on my own over seventy.
Trasers should and hopefully would be used as a last resort following a verbal warning. If the said
person did not comply and, or, the officer/ public were at risk then it's use I feel would be justified, but
only in truly necessary cases.
A D & C Chief Constable claimed a couple of decades ago that his Force was losing too many sick
days because of assaults on his police officers. He was rather embarrassed when he learnt that more
days had been lost through sporting injuries.
Tasers should only be used as an alternative to the use of lethal force. Research in the USA indicate
that tasers were being used more and more as the routine force option. There have been host of
taser incidents both in the UK & USA where officers have over-reacted to incidents which were not
life threatening. . As one researcher wrote "that normal psychological processes working away in all
of us can give rise to terrible behaviours if we are not careful" In short the attitude will develop "Don't
waste time, just zap him/her" (see Milgram experiments) Over responding will have costly
implications, both financial and health wise for both the victim, police officer and on the Constabulary
as a whole. It has been proved that repetitive training in the use of lethal weaponry can have a
deteriorating impact with officers becoming de-sensitized / dehumanised. Some even develop a fetish
for weapons. Its noticeable at airports that people avoid uniformed officers who are carrying
weapons whereas they will speak and converse with those that are unarmed. My fear Is this yet
another 'tick in the box' consultation where minds have already been made up but before implementing
it would help your credibility to say, when things go wrong and the civil claims mount up, that you
consulted the public and they gave their support. In short it does not matter what comes out of the
survey you intend to do it.
Safety - resolves the situation quicker and maybe without harm.
It's important for both the public and police safety. Also easier to stop people from people doing bad
things.
Ex RAF Police 5 years
Q3: But they need to be restricted/limited to acceptable use and strong sanctions need to be used for
officers who get trigger happy. Q4: Clear guidelines to what is violence and what is not. This should
not be left to individuals perception Q9: I think there are some that would get carried away.
Carrying a taser would be good for police safety as more police officers are being assaulted in the
public eye
Q's have been answered/asked about people with pace makers .
Q3: Firearms: Not sure
I would much rather have officers routinely armed with tasers than lethal firearms
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Which area do you live in?
Cornwall & Isles of Scilly (1)

100%

Plymouth (-)
Torbay (-)
Devon (excluding Plymouth and Torbay) (-)
Outside of Devon & Cornwall (-)

What is your gender?
Male (852)

72%

Female (294)

25%

Other (5) 0%
Prefer not to say (27) 2%

What age were you on your last birthday?
16 to 24 (173)

15%

25 to 34 (289)

25%

35 to 44 (251)

21%

45 to 54 (231)

20%
11%

55 to 64 (132)
65 to 74 (57)

5%

75 or above (11) 1%
Prefer not to say (34)
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What is your ethnic group?
White - British (990)
Other (72)
White - Any other White background (47)

84%
6%
4%

White - Irish (17) 1%
Black or Black British - Caribbean (7) 1%
Asian or Asian British - Pakistani (6) 1%
Black or Black British - African (6) 1%
Mixed - White and Black African (5) 0%
Mixed - Any other mixed background (5) 0%
White - Gypsy Traveller (5) 0%
Asian or Asian British - Indian (4) 0%
Mixed - White and Black Caribbean (4) 0%

The Equality Act defines a person as having a disability if he or she has a physical or
mental impairment which has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on their ability
to perform normal day to day activities
Do you have such a disability?
Yes (111)

10%

No (963)
Prefer not to say (87)
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If yes, please describe the nature of your disability ( please describe the nature of your
disability)
Physical impairment (40)
Visual impairment (5)
Hearing impairment (10)

37%
5%
9%

Mental health condition (31)

29%
21%

Learning difficulty (23)

40%

Long term health condition (43)
Prefer not to say (7)

7%

Other, please specify
Other, please specify
Traumatic brain injury and epilepsy
In fact multiple chronic illnesses
I have depression
Autistic Spectrum Disorder (Aspergers Syndrome) AND Hearing Impairment
Dystonia
Ehlers Danlos Syndrome
Dyslexia
biB8mKhk
Remission from leukemia as result of bone marrow transplant
PTSD. DEPRESSION. PERSONALITY DISORDER. ARTHRITIS. ANGINA. OSA.
But it is one that would probably lead to death or life threatening injury if tasered -

What is your primary language? (i.e. the one you speak most of the time)
English (1153)

99%

Other (8) 1%
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Other, please specify
Other, please
specify
Cornish
and Portuguese
The law.
polish, german, russian
Slovak
English
Russian
Gc8ChNIQkmB
polish,

What is your religion? Even if you are not currently practising
50%
1%
0%
1%
1%

38%
9%

Other, please specify...
religion, please specify...
Taoist
None
Pagan
Pagan
Pagan
No religion
Vaguely !
Pagan
Wiccan
None
No religion
The law.
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Other, please specify...
religion, please specify...
No religion
Atheist
Athiest - non religious
Pagan
None
Do not have a relgion.
Agnostic
I don't think religion has anything to do with this or should be important
None
None
I am not religious
Non-theist
Agnostic
Pagan
None
what has religion got to do with a questionnaire about tazers ?
N/A
Not religious
Atheist
Normal.
Enviromentalist
None
None. Strange question!
None
None
None.
None
Other
Baha'i
I'm not religious
Kivaa, että Pohjolan prinsessat kiinnostaa. Ilahdun aina, jos tietokirja herättää kiinnostusta, koska
jotenkin kuvittelen, että &quot;pitää&quot; kirjoittaa vain kasajkiroallisuudeutn. Yritän siis lukea
Pohjolan prinsessat pian.Ja Hanna, sulla vasta hurja lukuvauhti on. Ihailen ja kadehdin!
Baha'i
None
Atheist
Jedi
Athiest
Pagan
Atheist
My own
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Other, please specify...
religion, please specify...
Agnostic
Humanist
Atheist
None.
None of your business
Pagan

Do you consider yourself to be?
Heterosexual / Straight (979)
Gay or Lesbian (46)

85%
4%

Bisexual (23) 2%
Other (13) 1%
Prefer not to say (98)
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Appendix P - West Yorkshire Public Taser Survey

Routine Arming and Taser Survey - West Yorkshire

Q1 Please select your residential council district?
Answered: 5,961

Skipped: 0
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Other

12.10%
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TOTAL

489

5,961
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Q2 Please select your gender.
Answered: 5,961

Skipped: 0
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TOTAL

83
5,961
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Q3 Please select your age.
Answered: 5,961

Skipped: 0
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65 & over
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Q4 Please define your ethnicity
Answered: 5,961

Skipped: 0

A1 – Indian
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A3 –
Bangladeshi
A9 – Any other
Asian ethnic...

B1 – Caribbean
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M1 – White and
Black Caribbean
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Black African
M3 – White and
Asian
M9 – Any other
Mixed ethnic...

O1 – Chinese

O9 – Any other
ethnic group

W1 – British

W2 – Irish

W9 – Any other
White ethnic...
NS – Not
Stated.
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0.30%
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1.48%
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6
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0.15%

9
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11
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Q5 Do you think all frontline Police Officers should be issued with taser?
Answered: 5,935

Skipped: 26
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Q6 Do you think frontline Police Officers routinely carrying Taser will help
keep the public safer?
Answered: 5,935

Skipped: 26
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Q7 Do you think that the Police should remain primarily unarmed?
Answered: 5,861

Skipped: 100
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TOTAL

111
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Q8 Do you think that all frontline Police Officers should be issued with a
Firearm (a handgun, as commonly found in other European countries) ?
Answered: 5,861

Skipped: 100
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Q9 Would you like to see a significant increase in the numbers of
Firearms trained officers to increase the support to conventional unarmed
policing ?
Answered: 5,861

Skipped: 100
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Q10 Do you think that the routine arming of Police Officers would help
keep the public safer ?
Answered: 5,861

Skipped: 100
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Q11 Do you think the routine arming of Police officers will fundamentally
change how policing is delivered to the public ?
Answered: 5,861

Skipped: 100
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212
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Officer Survey
This report was generated on 01/09/16. Overall 380 respondents completed this questionnaire.
The report has been filtered to show the responses for 'All Respondents'.
The following charts are restricted to the top 12 codes. Lists are restricted to the most recent
100 rows.
Would you feel safer or less safe if you were trained to carry a Taser?
A lot safer (266)

70%

A little safer (68)

18%

No different (36)

10%

A little less safe (4) 1%
A lot less safe (2) 1%
Don't know (3) 1%

Would you feel safer or less safe if more of your colleagues were trained to carry a
Taser?
A lot safer (268)

71%

A little safer (74)

20%

No different (33)

9%

A little less safe (2) 1%
A lot less safe (2) 1%
Don't know (1) 0%

In the following situations, how justified or unjustified do you think using Tasers would
be: (Someone behaving violently)
Always justified (87)
Justified in some circumstances (293)

23%
77%

Never justified (-)
Don't know (-)
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In the following situations, how justified or unjustified do you think using Tasers would
be: (Someone suspected of carrying a weapon)
Always justified (118)

31%

Justified in some circumstances (260)

69%

Never justified (1) 0%
Don't know (-)

In the following situations, how justified or unjustified do you think using Tasers would
be: (A burglar fleeing the scene of a crime)
Always justified (15)

4%

Justified in some circumstances (242)

64%
29%

Never justified (110)
Don't know (13)

3%

In the following situations, how justified or unjustified do you think using Tasers would
be: (Someone resisting arrest)
Always justified (29)

8%

Justified in some circumstances (333)
Never justified (13)

88%
3%

Don't know (4) 1%

In the following situations, how justified or unjustified do you think using Tasers would
be: (Someone threatening lethal harm to themself)
Always justified (85)
Justified in some circumstances (285)

22%
75%

Never justified (3) 1%
Don't know (7) 2%
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Do you feel your confidence in dealing with an incident would change if you were
carrying a Taser?
Yes, I'd be more confident (257)

68%

Yes, I'd be less confident (2) 1%
No change in confidence (119)

32%

Do you feel your confidence in dealing with an incident would change if more
colleagues were carrying a Taser?
Yes, I'd be more confident (261)

69%

Yes, I'd be less confident (6) 2%
No change in confidence (112)

30%

How concerned or not would you feel if you saw more officers carrying Tasers?
Very concerned (6) 2%
Fairly concerned (3) 1%
Neither concerned or not (61)
Not concerned (309)

16%
81%

Don't know (1) 0%

How much trust or not do you have that Officers would use Taser appropriately?
A lot of trust (324)

85%

A little trust (42)

11%

No trust (4) 1%
Don't know (10)
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How strongly do you agree or disagree that more Police Officers within Devon &
Cornwall should carry a Taser?
Strongly agree (284)

75%

Agree (64)
Neither agree nor disagree (16)

17%
4%

Disagree (7) 2%
Strongly disagree (7) 2%
Don't know (2) 1%

Would you volunteer to carry a Taser?
90%

Yes (340)
No (38)

10%

If you have any other comments you would like to make on officers carrying Tasers
please do so here.
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
It is now unfortunately a time where the risk to officers safety, is a real concern for almost every officer
on the front line, and as such I think every front line officer should be carrying a Taser. At a time where
we now face our nearest back up being over half an hour away or more, or on more occasions than
not now sadly not there at all! Anything that would assist in us being able to protect ourselves and the
public when required to do so in a more effective way is a must! and has less effects on aftercare for a
subject which is a plus point anyway. Despite the general feeling of moral being low, there are still
some of us out here that want to help and make that difference and as such feel we are at a point
where we need to move with the times! Every front line officer carrying Taser is just part of that. I am
an officer that is already already carrying Taser and was one of the first STO'S in DEVON and
CORNWALL to be trained, It makes a huge difference out there on the street! PLEASE GIVE MY NON
CARRYING COLLEAGUES THE SAME DEGREE OF SAFETY FOR THEMSELVES AND THE
PUBLIC WE SERVE!
The whole survey has been around 'using tasers' I can only presume this means deploying a taser. On
plenty of occasions I have seen officers simply display the taser by opening the flap on their PPE vest
and this has been a massive deterent and even this controls the situation on majority of occasions I
have been involved in. It is also concerning the limited amount of staff we have, with such a wide LPA
to cover, that backup may not necesaairly be around the corner as if we were a smaller patch.
No additional comments.
More often than not as a response officer you are single crewed, therefore in relation to officer safety
the increase in taser trained officers should be implemented.
given the geographic challenges that Devon and Cornwall police face over may other forces, I think it
is essential for the protection of rights to the public and officers.
I carried Taser as part of the initial pilot in TORBAY - it is not the answer to all problems but offers
another tactical option
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on officers carrying Tasers
please do so here.
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
I feel that the figure of 30 police officers being assaulted each month is far too high and work to
reduce that should be of upmost importance to the organisation. I would be far more confident dealing
with violent people if equipped with a taser. We are expected to be single crewed on a daily basis, and
often now on night shifts also. The organisation has a duty of care to ensure officers are fully equipped
to deal with these threats single crewed. Tasers are a safe way of dealing with threats, and often
provide a better option that captor, and especially baton. I would be more than happy to carry a taser
on duty.
I think this is very important in rural patches, I have always worke in mid and east and assistance can
be a very long way off
I have been a front line officer for 16years to date and I have never known front line staffing to be so
bad. There is no longer an acceptable amount of officers in support and as such I have never felt so
vulnerable as I do when dealing with incidents, especially in the more rural areas where support is
generally a long way away! I fully support a larger amount of officers being able to carry and use Taser
and in my case, it would certainly provide me with more confidence that I can protect myself and the
public more effectively and it would provide me with another tactical option.
WORKING ON RESPONSE IT IS COMMON PLACE FOR JOBS TO ARRISE WHERE WEAPONS
ARE EITHER MENTIONED OR ARE PRESENT. SOMETIMES THESE SITUATIONS CAN BE
FORSEEN AND RESOURCED ACCORDINGLY, BUT OTHER TIMES THEY HAPPEN
SPONTANIOUSLY AND I WOULD FEEL SAFER KNOWING I HAD A TASER AVAIALBLE TO ME.
My team of 4 PCs and 1 SGT cover a geographic area of approx. 170sq miles. At any point all five of
us can be in a different corner of the patch with an immediate response time of around 30-40 minutes.
Carrying a Taser would not alter the way I speak to an individual but it gives me another tool in my box
should the situation escalate. I am a female officer and even with all the extensive PST training we are
given, I know my physical limits. If I was equipped with a highly visible Taser it may deter a potential
offender from causing any harm.
My answer to question 9 was 'no' mainly due to being fairly new in service and I already have lots to
think about without the added stress of carrying taser and having the confidence to know I can justify
its use. It may be something I wish to volunteer for in the future.
I feel in my area in particular the amount of TASER trained officers is not sufficient, there have been
many instances where having a TASER would have been a significant advantage. I feel that anyone
wishing to have one and is deemed appropriate for them to have one, should carry a TASER. There
are obvious concerns from the public about police use of TASER, however given the range of jobs that
could be violent or very unpredictable such as mental health, domestics and more people carrying and
using weapons, having a TASER would be a significantly useful tool in any officers PPE, but should be
used accordingly. It does seem strange that a lot Neighbourhood officers seem to carry TASERS,
whereas a lot of response officers don't carry them. This is strange given that neighbourhood officers
don't attend the jobs that response do, I feel this needs to be addressed.
The routine issue & carrying of tasers is just another step towards turning the Police service into an
armed paramilitary force alienated from the public we serve. In the last 6 months I have attended an
OST training session in which it was openly disclosed that the equipment will only work 'as advertised'
40% of the time. Exactly what is the point of this equipment then, if not to intimidate? It is usually
worn overtly and is bright yellow - great 'bling factor' eh? Just another barrier put up between us and
the public we serve - what ever happened to the common skill of talking to people? Sorry, 'tactically
communicating' with them... And how many people will think twice about talking to Robocop with their
body armour, baton and bright yellow Black & Decker electrocutor? Sorry - ranting again 4404
With staffing numbers so low now & prospect of timely back up near non existent. The option of taser
may be the difference between serious injury or not especially for solo crewed officers working large
rural patches.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on officers carrying Tasers
please do so here.
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
I currently work in a very rural area with minimum staffing levels being just 2 officers per shift! I work
on a response section of 2 in my station. Very often I am isolated with my closest back up being 20+
miles away. In the interests of my safety I feel it is essential that taser is considered.
I BELEIVE THAT THE CARRYING OF A TAZER WOULD NOT JUST BE A NON LETHAL WAY OF
PROTECTING THE POLICE BUT ALSO GIVE THE PUBLIC CONFIDENCE THAT WE ARE BETTER
EQUIPPED TO PROECT THEM. IT IS ALSO AN EXCELLENT VISUAL DETERENT WHICH IN
ITSELF IS PRICELESS
If the training was right and Officers were trained to a proper standard, then I would be happy.
Should be standard issue for all officers. It adds another tool to the box, especially with less officers
close by.
I would like to be trained to carry a taser. I feel it would better equip me to protect the public and my
colleagues. It would increase the resilience of our department to deal effectively with incidents and
increase public confidence.
We cover an extremely large area most of which are very rural. For example, in the N&W we can be
deployed to incidents where the nearest back up could be more than 20-30 minutes away. Taser
would be extremely beneficial as a tactical option when dispatched to volatile situations, especially as
a single crewed officer.
Having carried a taser for a few years on patrol I noticed a massive difference in the amount of times I
was assaulted. Sometimes simply placing my hand on the taser with out drawing it was enough to
prevent an incident escalating
Having previously been a Taser authorized user, I do feel that the level of training for Taser use is
excessive, especially when you consider where it stands in the officer response options i.e. alongside
spray and below baton - we do not receive half as much training on the use of those pieces of
equipment together as we do tasers.
Taser is just another bit of PPE that allows you to keep a bigger distance than any other PPE I
currently have just like any of the other equipment I carry it is not 100% guaranteed to work depending
on the situation. It would not mean I deal with a job any differently although it could mean I am able to
keep a bigger distance between me and the subject on occasions when appropriate and still have a
tactical defense option I can use effectively.
You already equip us with a baton and spray - so why not issue us with a tool that is considered to be
more of a primary control skill option.
I consider that if I am injured on duty because I didn't have a taser I would be looking to pursue a claim
against the force as this PPE is available and should be available to all.
I am sometimes the only officer around in a area of 450 square miles and I have been in numerous
situations where I would have been subjected to less violence if I had a taser.
THE QUESTIONS 4 AND 5 DOES NOT GIVE THE RESPONSE 'LESS CONFIDENT' WHICH MAKES
IT A BIASED QUESTION. I WOULD FEEL LESS CONFIDENT AS I HAVE SPENT A WHOLE
CAREER NOT DEPLOYING CASCO OR PAVA. THERE TENDS TO BE AN EXPECTATION THAT IF
THERE IS A VIOLENT INCIDENT THAT AN OFFICER WITH A TASER WILL BE DEPLOYED, AND
AN PERHAPS UNOFFICIAL EXPECTATION THAT THAT OFFICER WILL DEPLOY. THE
CONSEQUENCES OF GETTING IT WRONG ALSO HAS A VERY STRONG DISCLIPLINARY FALL
OUT. EG, IF IT WAS USED TO SAVE A SUICIDAL PERSON, BUT IT CONTRIBUTED TO THEIR
DEATH THE CONSEQUENCES FOR THE OFFICER ARE VERY SERIOUS.
With the large area that Devon and Cornwall cover there are a large number of times when the closest
back up is over 20 minutes away. Officers carrying taser would be in a better position to protect
themselves and the effect of an officer carrying taser may make an offender think twice.
The appropriate criteria for those chosen needs to be in place and monitored intrusively.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on officers carrying Tasers
please do so here.
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
All operational Officers should be able to carry taser if the volunteer. Working in such a large
geographical area, sometimes on your own with the nearest support up to an hour away, is justification
to have taser in your possession.
I believe that more emphasis should be placed on the training of tactical communication.
Communication skills in conflict should be taken more seriously at recruiting and probation stages. My
view, is that Taser should remain a "back up" option carried by a limited number of officers as in the
case of firearms support. A culture where good communication skills are substituted by Taser will lead
to a less skilled police service and more instances of Taser being used inappropriately.
Officers should have more training in relation to verbal communication/attitude at scenes instead of
arming them with Tasers
the taser should be available to all of those who are prepared to carry it
With the vast areas officers cover single crewed and with little back up available, let alone close by it
may deter or prevent an officer or member of the public being harmed. Unfortunately with officers
routinely being complained about and facing investigations, disciplinary proceedings, the feeling of
being supported by the organization is at a low and many officers will be concerned about the internal
repercussions of deploying taser. It is another responsibility that could lead to a PSD investigation.
Officers who are more prone to lone working where back up can be a long time to arrive should be top
of the list. Having worked both busy and quiet stations officer numbers at scene tend to sway some
people into complying, so to have another aid as an advantage to control the situation where back up
is not instantly available would be good to prevent harm to officers.
Q11 answer is Operations (SWRICC) - there is no option for this and I don't belong to an LPA.
I would most likely feel vulnerable to allegations even when used in justified situations owing to the
complaints and compensation culture which appears rife in the UK. British society does not appear
ready to accept that these devices are a modern day tool that reflect modern day policing. I feel the
public and media appear to have a reluctance to vocalize support for anything that would increase
police officers' abilities to defend themselves more effectively.
im currently work in sit/cid in Plymouth and at times it would be useful obviously if confronted by life
threatening situation I understand response officers should be a priority as they obviously face more
dangerous situations than myself and other officers in the CID wing of the police force.
If the use of Taser was justified by the officer at the time of using it I feel that that would be fine. It
would of course have to be considered and risk assessed by the officer at every incident that they
attended and where the use of Taser was to be considered. I also feel that it is effective tool and that
like everything else that an officer carry`s it would only be used if it became the correct thing to do.
Taser is a clear deterrent in volatile situations. I believe every officer should be able to carry taser,
especially since so many are single crewed dealing with incidents. A simple traffic stop (an example)
can and has turned violent where the presence of taser would assist the officer(s). Although the
public should of course be asked for views on taser, I believe it is the officers that have to put their
safety at risk whose views should be most appreciated.
those carrying tasers should be reviewed regularly. also clarity regarding when they draw and put
behind their backs at an incident as this can escalate situations. checks that those drawing and putting
behind their backs always fill in appropriate paper work.
The governance structure in the approval and ongoing monitoring of Taser officers should be
improved, and greater accountability be placed on using the firearm.
As a current Taser authorized officer I can say from first hand experience that just the fact you have a
taser reduces someones willingness to be violent towards you.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on officers carrying Tasers
please do so here.
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
I am now a DC on LI but I was one of the first non AFO TASER trained officers in the Force. The
Taser is a fantastic piece of PPE and I deployed successfully a number of times. The biggest factor I
found was that subjects behave differently towards you when you are carrying TASER. Many officers
are singled crewed and I personally believe that it is irresponsible not to provide them with suitable
PPE. I feel very strongly about this.
Some officers would use Taser in the wrong circumstances for example a compliance tool and this
would set a worrying trend
I think having a Taser offers a deterrent to members of the public as they are aware via the use of
media how they are used and when used
Taser is a unique tool in itself. Sometimes just the presence of a taser officer prevents incidents
escalating into violence. I am a taser officer and have no doubts that it may fail as an option however
feel safer with it. With the correct training which I feel that we get, it is an highly valuable tool. Officer
are now single crewed for the majority or their shifts attending violence and hostile jobs with little and
sometimes no backup. Yesterday I worked on response where I was the only blue light and taser
trained officer out of six. There is a very real need for more training. Tasers should not replace officers
however in the ever more dangerous environments we work in I feel every officer on the front line
should be equipped with one. I can not see a negative to the argument. If the officer is suitable there
should be no question.
I work in a rural station on response about a 20 minute drive away from the rest of my shift, some of
who carry Taser. I would feel happier knowing that I had one to use if the need arose rather than
having to wait that length of time in a potentially dangerous situation.
I carried a Taser for 2 years but now as my eyesight has dropped slightly I have now withdrawn from
carrying it. I don't think there should be a requirement to have 20/20 vision for a target area that is no
more than 25 feet away unless you cant see a red dot.
Being ex-firearms would carry if required but feel not necessary in current role.
Having seen the positive effect the deployment of Taser can have on a situation, when both
discharged and persons are red dotted, I am convinced Taser is a tool for the box that all officers
should have at their disposal. It is not the answer to every situation but when appropriately and
proportionately deployed it can most certainly reduce risk of harm to officers and the public while
bringing a swift end to situations which may in many cases become a drain on resources and impact
the business in other areas.
A Taser is another tool that we have at our disposal. Use of it will always be under the NDM and the
officer will have to still justify its use. The carrying of Tasers has an effect on how persons behave
without even having to draw it. The first part of reasonable officer response when at a scene is the
officers presence. With a Taser on board you cannot underestimate the effect that this has. Also I
work in a probationary tutoring role and am double crewed with a student officer. Often seeking out
violent incidents to see how the students deal with this and officer safety. Even as a double crewed
unit I cannot tell how a student will act under those circumstamces.
All officers should be subject to the same scrutiny on suitability to carry as current STOs. The standard
of the initial Taser course should be maintained, along with the annual requalifications. The number of
supervisors and SPOC would need to increase, in order to cover the increased user numbers. More
work needs to be done within comms to spread the understanding of the new deployment strategy,
rather than 'authorised'.
I have asked to be taser trained in the past however the fact that we in Cornwall have to do our initial
training in Devon can and did in my experience mean that I could not attend the training due to
transport issues. It would be beneficial for this training to be carried out in Cornwall as well.
I would not volunteer to carry taser but would complete the training course and carry one if asked to do
so by a superior.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on officers carrying Tasers
please do so here.
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
I work as an NBM and deal with a great deal of drunken and volatile issues alone. I believe that if I
were to carry a Taser it would be a visual deterrent and compliment my verbal skills in relation to
stopping most incidents escalating.
Due to a lot of single crewing of officers and the low numbers of officers on duty, Tasers would offer
some more protection as well as an alternative to baton.
I would like to ensure that there is good and reliable evidence that increasing the number of officers
carrying tasers would potentially or definitely reduce the number of assaults on officers. There is a
possibility that by increasing the confidence of officers that they are more able to cope with violent
situations by equipping them with a taser that they then start to put themselves more at risk and
sooner, thereby increasing the potential for being assaulted.
As a duty Inspector I have noted that both in stats and anecdotally violent behavior towards officers
has increased. The public care little whether an officer is carrying a Tazer/ firearm/ baton etc whilst the
press/ politicians do seem to have more concern. Having policed across the country on mutual aid as
a PSU officer and dog handler I have noticed that the public generally see a uniform and little else.
Where previously I was concerned in regard to routine arming of officers, having policed Northern
Ireland it became clear that policing is policing no matter where you are and the carrying of any
equipment including firearms makes little or no difference to the public we serve, but does make a
difference to allow officers to use appropriate force to carry out their duties.
Taser is a useful deterrent and strategy in defusing potentially violent situations and can avoid higher
levels of force being used. Often as a response officer we don't know what we are going to find when
attended an incident, taser can be used in those incidents to protect members of the public, officers
and also the subject themselves.
Not only would Taser be a modern appropriate piece of safety equipment for all officers, patrol and
detectives it is less lethal than current options. I believe it would also be more of a deterrent to
offenders.
I feel that more female officers and officers in remote areas should be trained and encouraged to carry
Taser.
This should be extended to Special constable's where a full time officer does not want to carry one but
a special is trained to the same standard as a Taser carrying officer.
I used to carry taser and gave it up because of the added responsibility placed on those who use
them. the case where an officer used a taser in Devon and the person subsequently died meant a two
year investigation for that officer and I am not prepared to carry one for this reason alone. The stress
and pressure of the response job is getting to everyone in the last 6 months and to place taser on
officers too will just make stress levels worse.
I believe that Taser makes our jobs a lot safer, particularly in rural areas with back up so far away.
I think that when Taser is in the right hands it can be used very effectively. It does not and can not
solve all incidents but it can have very positive outcomes that ultimately could end very differently.
Also working alone is common place and I feel officers should be given the opportunity to be well
equipped and skilled to defend themselves.
With increasing numbers of single crewing I feel Taser should be more readily available. I am a dog
handler and am often sent to violent incidents on my own where it seems to be overlooked that I am
single crewed because I have a dog. I attend many of these incidents and due to the circumstances I
do not deploy my dog and feel that Taser would be beneficial. It wouldn't alter my opinions regarding
safety and confidence but it would provide me with more options when dealing.
I strongly agree that more operational officers should carry tasers especially the rural ones should take
priority in the additional training. My reasons are that even though I have always worked in the city the
stories of my colleagues in the rural communities indicate that they are more vulnerable due to being
single crewed and waiting a long time before back up arrives.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on officers carrying Tasers
please do so here.
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
A taser is simply another tool that can be used in specific relevant circumstances to reduce risk of
harm to officers and members of the public. Officers already routinely carry spray and batons and
these are very rarely needed. I believe that more officers being deployed with tasers will simply be an
extension of this. A taser can be a very useful tool in specific circumstances. Those circumstances are
rare but when required, they can substantially mitigate the risk posed by an offender towards officers
and other members of the public.
As an SC my opinion is somewhat under-valued, soon after first joining in 2010 I was asked by a MOP
if I carried a Taser to which I snuffed "no, why do I need that for". My opinion has changed to being in
favor of all frontline officers carrying Taser. This will increase the tactical options available, having a
greater deterrent then Captor or baton reducing the requirement of any force and increasing
compliance. Since recently being a victim of a minor assault whilst on duty, it brought home how
quickly the incident could have escalated and the consequences far greater.
I have been a Taser officer before and used it once against a male who had initially held his daughter
and threatened to burn them both by setting fire she was let out and myself and my Sgt entered and
when arresting the male he pulled out a knife and put my Sgt who was closer to him in danger. I
Tasered the male and it worked straight away, and he would never want it again. Safety for everyone
involved.
WHILE ME CARRYING A TASER WOULD NOT MAKE ME FEEL MORE CONFIDENT OR SAFER, I
UNDERSTAND HOW HAVING ONE AVAILABLE AT AN INCIDENT WOULD MAKE SOME OF MY
COLLEAGUES FEEL SAFER OR MORE CONFIDENT AND SO FOR THAT REASON I WOULD BE
PREPARED TO VOLUNTEER TO CARRY ONE.
As an officer who carries taser I feel that it is a valuable piece of kit for any officer to have at their
disposal. I have never deployed my taser but the deterrent of it has prevented numerous violent
confrontations. My personal opinion is that the public are not anti taser and from jobs I have attended
the members of public present have been very pro taser. Although it is only another tool in the tool box
it is a tool that should be more readably available to officers to protect themselves and the public.
I have asked for a Taser over 7 years ago but still not trained
Given that we are so understaffed and often sent to jobs single crewed - myself, especially as a
female - would feel much more confident attending jobs. Especially in light of the recent attack up
country at a domestic where the offender injured officers with an axe.
There are a number of current Taser trained officers who are now in office roles, which defeats the
object of having Taser officers frontline which is where they are required.
Tasers have proved in recent years to be a highly effective 'less lethal' asset for patrol officers. In
many cases they are not needed to be deployed but can act as a deterrent when dealing with violent
or emotionally and mentally distressed persons. In the instances where they have been deployed they
are much less likely to cause injury or lasting discomfort to a perpetrator then when Baton or Captor
have needed to be used.
With the reduction in numbers of staff across the force I feel, as a response officer who is often single
crewed, that I would be better equipped to deal with potentially very dangerous situations. Minimum
levels of staff on my section go down to 2 at times an I would be asked to attend situations when it
could be a long period of time before another officer is available. I work in rural location and even the
most innocent of stop check can turn nasty putting both the officer and members of the public in
danger. Tasers are also a great deterrent.
I believe the presence alone of more tasers could de-escalate volatile situations which would protect
officers and other members of the public.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on officers carrying Tasers
please do so here.
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
. As a response officer I feel a taser would be a massive asset having been in violent situations I have
seen the benefit of officers with taser. I have seen the effect the taser has as a deterrent alone. The
red dot has always been enough to command compliance from the suspect and reduced the need for
officers to end up having to get hands on with a subject which is a massive pro for officer safety. I
work from Penzance with a large rural area, primarily single crewed with response capability in relation
to driving. This results in commonly arriving at an incident first. I would feel far safer with a taser as
part of my PPE. My Sgt that was PS 4775 ROSS supported my view and enquired regarding having
me put forward for a course. We were made aware I had to have completed my 2 year probation first.
This will be completed by JUNE this year 2016 and I would be thankful if I could be considered for a
course as soon as possible.
my only concern would be that we are already being sent to incidents single crewed due to lack of
numbers - if more of us had tasers I would be concerned that we would be dispatched to more
incidents - even more violent persons just because we had a taser. Would the force use this as a
justification to single crew more regularly in order to have more police vehicles on the road but with
less concern for their officers
I feel this is a step towards modernisation of the police service. As communities and attitudes of
offenders change, as well as regular occurrence of individuals coming to attention whilst EMD, under
the influence of substances which render them truly out of control or otherwise so aggressive as to be
impervious to ordinary control and restraint tools, the taser device often becomes the only viable
resolution beyond firearms. I grow more and more frustrated at the reluctance to move away from the
traditional 'bobby' carrying his baton and wearing his police helmet. The truth is that image is outdated
and increasingly incapable of dealing with modern threats and risks. Taser devices should be
standard issue and a routine part of the personal safety calendar.
its not about public perception its about OUR confidence and safety and protection
I AM A FEMALE OFFICER AND I WORK IN A RURAL AREA. OVER THE LAST FEW MONTHS THE
RESOURCES HAVE BEEN SHOCKINGLY LOW! ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS I HAVE BEEN LEFT
ON RESPONSE ON MY OWN WITH A HUGE PATCH TO COVER WITH A BUSY TOWN. THIS HAS
MADE ME FEEL VERY ANXIOUS AND WORRIED AS A PATROL OFFICER ON THE FRONT LINE.
AS I AM NOW AT THE AGE OF 50 I FEEL THAT MY NATURAL PHYSICAL STRENGTH IS NOT
THERE ANY MORE AND THE THOUGHT OF TRYING TO HANDCUFF AND ARREST A LARGE
MALE OR EVEN A FEMALE VERY DAUNTING WITH ANOTHER OFFICER LET ALONE ON MY
OWN. WHEN I HAVE BEEN ON MY OWN I HAVE FELT SO ANXIOUS THAT I HAVE NEARLY JUST
BOOKED OFF AS I FELT I COULDN'T COPE. I WOULD FEEL A LOT MORE CONFIDENT IF I HAD
A TASER JUST FOR THE FACT THAT WHEN I HAVE BEEN WITH OFFICERS WHO HAVE
DRAWN THEIR TASERS, I HAVE SEEN THAT PEOPLE BACK DOWN VERY QUICKLY. I HAVE
BEEN REQUESTING TO BE TRAINED TO CARRY A TASER FOR OVER 2 YEARS!!! IT SEEMS
THAT NBM'S HAVE BEEN TRAINED WHEN I HAVE BEEN ASKING AS A RESPONSE OFFICER
AND NOT BEEN PUT ON THE LIST. THE ;LATEST EXCUSE WAS THAT THE FORCE WERE
CHANGING SUPPLIERS. THE SIMPLE ANSWER IS YES I WOULD FEEL A LOT HAPPIER AND
BETTER EQUIPPED TO DEAL WITH VIOLENT INCIDENTS WITH A TASER IN THIS CURRENT
LEVEL OF NO RESOURCES.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on officers carrying Tasers
please do so here.
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
Every frontline officer who wishes to do so should carry a Taser. Our officers are often thinly spread
and backup can be a long time coming. The demands on us are not falling and the incidents of
violence /alcohol /weapons seem to be higher than ever. I am not sure why we are doing a public
consultation on this? It is not the public who are being sent to deal with violent, often armed
individual's, it is us. We are the people who are being assaulted in the line of our work and it should be
simply a question of if you wish to carry Taser then you can be trained to do so. I don't think that the
public would be any the wiser or even remotely bothered if we had just gotten on and done it. Why is
the decision not even going to be taken until the Autumn? Can't we just get on and do something for
once - how many more officers are going to be assaulted in the meanwhile that may otherwise have
not if they had the deterrent of Taser? Finally, why do we keep training people who then take up a non
front line role and no longer need Taser? this is a massive waste of training and is again leaving
frontline officers exposed. Training priority should be given to those who are committed to frontline
policing.
I believe the 60's , 70's and 80's were more violent decades than now. I appreciate that police officers
were mainly male and over 5'10" but I think it would be interesting to compare injuries to officers in
these decade to injuries to officer in recent years to understand if more non lethal force is required to
allow us to do our job.
by equipping officers with Taser is not an appropriate resolution to dangerously low thresholds on
response. The risk threat and harm offered towards officers and communities is amplified by the lack
of numbers on response, increasing crime workloads and geographical areas required to be covered.
Often with back up over 40 mins away. In the reports of assaults on officers, this is often during
close quarters primary control of suspects. A taser in these circumstances are not appropriate, this is
a fault resolution to the problem. Sticking to our aging response threshold numbers is endangering
the public! The empty promises of change team officers back filling summer policing isn't the answer
either. DCC is still allowing too many officers conducting administrative roles suitable for response.
Creating thresholds has there value but not at the detriment of community safety and those trying to
protect them.
Our record around the carrying and deployment of Taser has been really excellent and this is without
doubt due to the selection processes that exist to ensure the right people are entrusted with this piece
of equipment. There will always be a tiny minority of Taser officers who act inappropriately with their
weapon ( I know of a few incidents) which shows that the selection process can never be foolproof.
However providing the robust process of selection continues increased issue of this police equipment
seems very sensible. This said I would respectfully add that to provide every officer with Taser as we
do with handcuffs, baton and Taser would be an error.
I work in a rural location and back up is often 20 minuets away, I am not Taser trained but would like to
carry one for my own protection.
We now work in an environment where more and more officers are being assaulted in the commission
of their duty. They have every right to protect themselves in a way that will avoid personal injury to
themselves. Whilst I do not believe that Taser will be deployed much more than it currently is if we
have more officers carrying, I do believe that it will act as a very good deterrent against offenders and
make them more compliant. We also work in an environment where we are regularly asking single
crewed officers to attend volatile incidents and simply having a taser will give them more confidence
that they are in control.
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If you have any other comments you would like to make on officers carrying Tasers
please do so here.
If you have any other comments you would like to make on ...
To this date I have been lucky and haven't had to use my baton or spray despite dealing with many
violent incidents including incidents where weapons have been used. I am constantly single crewed
and my back up is generally 20 minutes away if there is any! . I have had to wait that 20 minutes on
several occasions with violent suspects, again I have been lucky to be able to overpower these
individuals or talk them down and keep them calm. However I am sure the day will come when that will
not be the case. When that day comes and no other options are available to me I can see that a Taser
would be very useful. ( I believe its better to have it and not need it than to need it and not have it!).
Also with all the current moves there is currently no one on my section who carries a TASER and
during our working shifts these are just sat in the box! I have seen several occasions where TASER
has been used to good effect just as a deterrent, I haven't seen one used, the red dot alone seems to
do the trick. I recently saw the good use of a Taser to help someone, I went to a code 0 from
ambulance a male who had cut his wrist and was bleeding out, he was still indicating he had a knife in
his waist band, he was taking no notice of initial verbal skills from officers and it wasn't until the ARV
officer drew his Taser that the male started to comply, I believe that without the Taser on that
occasion the male would have gone unconscious through blood loss before we could have started to
helped him.
Due to the fewer Police numbers I find we are more often attending potentially dangerous and volatile
situations single crewed. I believe that carrying a taser would offer another option to Police officers in
these situations.
With officer numbers being so low and back up sometimes being 30+ minutes away safety is
becoming a major issue. It is safer for both officers and offenders to have more tactical options
available.
I would rather have a glock.
I was injured following a mental health detainee turning violent and trying to escape. Spray was
impractical, baton was ineffective. A taser would have been deployed had the officer carried one in
order to restrain the person and would have prevented the injury sustained as he could have been
restrained sooner.
working rural beat, single crewed the requirement for a Taser would be appreciated.
I would feel more confident carrying a taser in rural east Devon due to low staffing numbers. There is
often a lack of back up and at present only 2 other officers carry taser on our section in Exmouth and
east Devon.
I am a response police officer that covers the Mid Devon area. I am regularly single crewed and my
nearest backup is usually a distance away from me. My response section is often under staffed. I
believe that I would be safer if taser was an option available to me despite being isolated from my
colleagues at times. Colleagues who currently carry a taser tell me that the majority of people they
'deal with' are more compliant. They believe this is the case because it is clear that they have access
to a taser.
it's a good deterrent and should be standard. Stop making us jump through hoops to carry one.
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Which LPA do you work in?
East Cornwall LPA (71)

19%

West Cornwall LPA (38)

10%

Plymouth LPA (69)

18%

South Devon LPA (82)

22%
18%

East & Mid Devon LPA (69)
9%

North & West Devon LPA (32)

4%

Prefer not to say (15)

What is your length of service?
5 years or less (107)

28%

6 - 10 years (71)

19%

11 - 20 years (132)

35%
16%

More than 20 years (60)
Prefer not to say (9) 2%

What is your rank?
Chief Superintendent (-)
Superintendent (-)
Chief Inspector (1) 0%
Inspector (11)

3%

Sergeant (50)

13%
79%

Constable (300)
PSCO (4) 1%
Police staff (2) 1%
Prefer not to say (12)
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What is your primary role?
Response (202)

55%

Local Policing (including neighbourhood) (46)

13%

Local Investigation (35)
Crime and Justice (21)

10%
6%
11%

Other, please specify (41)
Prefer not to say (23)

6%

Other, please specify
Other, please specify
Currently in PDU training
Community officer - response, crime and local policing
Professional development unit
Operations
PDU
Currently seconded to UNIFI project
ARV
Operations support
Operations
Special Branch
Counter Terrorism
Operations Dept
RPT
Response but currently seconded to crime & justice.
Roads Policing - FCI
IMU - FIO
Neighbourhood Beat Manager
PSU trainer
I am currently in my probation period but am interested in developing through any further training
Integrated Offender Management
Learning and Development
Roads Policing
dogs
serious and organised crime
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT UNIT
business change
swricc
operations dept
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Other, please specify
Other, please specify
strategic alliance
imu
SODAIT
Professional Development
special constable
PDU Tutoring)
Proactive Team Exeter
Business change
Operations
Devon Partnerships
L&D
Police staff but also an SC
Dog handler
community officer
DOG HANDLER
Tutor constable
Special Constable
Control room
ROADS POLICING
Currently FIM.
Tutor constable
CMCU
Training dept (Including PST)
Roads Policing Team
Training
fsg

What is your gender?
Male (295)
Female (79)

78%
21%

Other (-)
Prefer not to say (5) 1%
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The Equality Act defines a person as having a disability if he or she has a physical or
mental impairment which has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on their ability
to perform normal day to day activities
Do you have such a disability?
Yes (17)

5%

No (331)
Prefer not to say (32)

87%
8%

If yes, please describe the nature of your disability ( please describe the nature of your
disability)
Physical impairment (3)

20%

Visual impairment (-)
Hearing impairment (2)

13%

Mental health condition (5)
Learning difficulty (1)

33%
7%
27%

Long term health condition (4)
Prefer not to say (2)

13%

Other, please specify
Other, please
specify
dyslexia
dyslexia
caused by the injury

If you are happy to provide your force number please do so here, alternatively please
leave blank is you wish your responses to remain anonymous.
If you are happy to provide your If you are happy to provide your
force number please do s...
force number please do s...
14452

16363

15523

14392

16690

11168

11951

15522

17000

15278

13656

17018

13007

16072
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If you are happy to provide your force number please do so here, alternatively please
leave blank is you wish your responses to remain anonymous.
If you are happy to provide your If you are happy to provide your
force number please do s...
force number please do s...
12430

17040

15147

17051

14041

74605

15117

15450

12814

10929

16421

11245

12856

11377

13059

15427

12790

15264

16273

14760

13431

10386

14268

16247

16979

5260

10637

5239

16910

10379

11186

16626

17071

17021

15892

15296

6744

17079

14490

10246

16784

12544

16805

4533

75407

14775

16970

12484

16909

13477

16114

30690

15443

15558

11924

15473

14761

15802

13027

15588

11745

73545

16905

16104

17065

11674

15259

16576

15265

15156

14845

13329

10409

13948

15686

15184

16957

14785
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If you are happy to provide your force number please do so here, alternatively please
leave blank is you wish your responses to remain anonymous.
If you are happy to provide your
force number please do s...
75140
13678
14841
13338
11840
16258
12881
12524
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Taser & Routine Arming Survey - West Yorkshire

Q1 Please select your District / Division / Department
Answered: 1,569

Skipped: 0

Bradford

Calderdale

Kirklees

Leeds

Wakefield

Protective
Services Ops
Protective
Services Crime

Other

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Bradford

14.21%

223

Calderdale

9.75%

153

Kirklees

14.21%

223

Leeds

29.51%

463

Wakefield

11.73%

184

Protective Services Ops

10.52%

165

Protective Services Crime

5.16%

81

Other

4.91%

77

TOTAL

1,569
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Q2 Please select your rank.
Answered: 1,569

Skipped: 0

Constable

Sergeant

Inspector

Chief Inspector

Superintendent
/ Chief...

Chief Officer

Police Staff /
Other
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Constable

78.14%

1,226

Sergeant

13.51%

212

Inspector

5.16%

81

Chief Inspector

1.34%

21

Superintendent / Chief superintendent

0.89%

14

Chief Officer

0.06%

1

Police Staff / Other

0.89%

14

TOTAL

1,569
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Q3 Please select your role
Answered: 1,569

Skipped: 0

Uniform
Response

Neighbourhood
Role

Uniform other

CID /
Investigators

Other non
uniform roles

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Uniform Response

45.12%

708

Neighbourhood Role

8.73%

137

Uniform other

18.36%

288

CID / Investigators

20.65%

324

Other non uniform roles

7.14%

112

TOTAL

1,569
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Q4 Please select your gender.
Answered: 1,569

Skipped: 0

Male

Female

Rather not say

0%
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60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Male

71.83%

1,127

Female

27.72%

435

Rather not say

0.45%

TOTAL

1,569
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Q5 Please select your age.
Answered: 1,569

Skipped: 0

18 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 & Over

Prefer not to
state

0%
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40%
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60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

18 - 24

5.16%

25 - 34

27.15%

426

35 - 44

39.32%

617

45 - 54

26.64%

418

55 & Over

0.89%

14

Prefer not to state

0.83%

13

TOTAL

81

1,569
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Q6 Length of Service?
Answered: 1,569

Skipped: 0

0 - 2 Years

3 - 5 Years

6 - 10 Years

11 - 15 Years

16 - 20 Years

Over 20 Years

0%
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80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

0 - 2 Years

14.47%

3 - 5 Years

5.61%

6 - 10 Years

15.74%

247

11 - 15 Years

30.15%

473

16 - 20 Years

12.75%

200

Over 20 Years

21.29%

334

TOTAL

88

1,569
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Q7 Do you think all Police Officers should be issued with taser?
Answered: 1,566

Skipped: 3

Yes

No
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49.30%
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TOTAL

1,566
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Q8 Do you think all uniformed frontline Police Officers should be issued
with taser?
Answered: 1,566

Skipped: 3
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Q9 Would you personally be prepared to carry and use Taser?
Answered: 1,566

Skipped: 3
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Q10 Do you think WYP should deploy Taser as a single crewed Police
Officer option?
Answered: 1,566
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Q11 Would you feel safer if you had access to Taser as a piece of PPE?
Answered: 1,566

Skipped: 3
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Q12 Do you think frontline Police Officers routinely carrying Taser will
help to keep the public safer?
Answered: 1,566

Skipped: 3
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Q13 Do you think all Police Officers should be issued with a Firearm
(Sidearm) ?
Answered: 1,560

Skipped: 9
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Q14 Do you think all uniformed frontline Police Officers should be issued
with a Firearm (sidearm) ?
Answered: 1,560

Skipped: 9
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Q15 Do you think Police Officers should remain primarily unarmed, but
see a significant increase in the number of AFO's to increase support to
conventional policing?
Answered: 1,560
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Q16 Would you as a Police Officer personally be prepared to carry a
Firearm?
Answered: 1,560

Skipped: 9
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Q17 Would you feel safer if you had access to a Firearm when routinely
patrolling?
Answered: 1,560

Skipped: 9
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Q18 Do you think all Police Officers carrying a Firearm would help to
keep the public safer?
Answered: 1,560
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Q19 Do you think the routine arming of Police Officers will fundamentally
change how policing is delivered to the public?
Answered: 1,560

Skipped: 9
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